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Editorial

S

audi Arabia’s heritage and traditions have been shaped by its position as a historic
trade hub. When Saudi Arabia launched its Vision 2030, it was an official statement
by the government that the country was using its investment power to create a more
diverse and sustainable economy. The Kingdom leverages on its strategic location, investment
power and place at the center of Arab and Islamic worlds to build its role as an integral driver
of international trade and to connect three continents- Africa, Asia and Europe.
Though the Kingdom has undergone a significant cultural transformation, evolving centuryold customs to fit into the contemporary world of today, the focus should be on diversifying
the economy, supporting local content and develop innovative opportunities which in turn
would create an attractive environment for local and foreign investments in various sectors.
Being one of the world’s leading defense players and top spender in the sector, Saudi’s defence
sector attracts prime importance in the Vision 2030.
The Kingdom, which is the heart of the global supply chain, should step in and contribute
to where global defence sector is heading. And this fact gives prime importance to the World
Defense Show 2022 that will be hosted in the birthplace of modern Saudi Arabia, Riyadh.
WDS aligns with the goals of Vision 2030 and strongly supports the development and growth
of Saudi Arabia’s defence sector, the region’s strategic defence hub, showcasing the Kingdom’s
defence capabilities on an unprecedented scale.
WDS, which is in line with the economic reform that Vision 2030 outlines, enables Saudi
Arabia to assume a more proactive role in driving innovation, investing in change and helping
to shape the future of defence sector. Through the expo that host the defence industry
players and stakeholders at Riyadh, Saudi Arabia aims at rebalancing its defence spending by
increasing localization to 50% in the coming decade. It will expand the defense ecosystem of
SMEs, international partnerships, research and development and skilled job opportunities for
the country.
WDS will undoubtedly offer the defence companies around the world an ideal platform
for forging new business deals. As the global defence industry converges on Riyadh,
Arabian Defence wishes Saudi Arabia the best to achieve the Vision.
Sunny Jerome
Managing Editor

Media Partner
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WDS Propels
Saudi’s Vision 2030
to the Next Level
As the global defence industry
continues to evolve, decisionmakers are facing more complex
choices
regarding
defence
solutions than ever before. This
makes interoperability across
systems increasingly challenging.
World Defence Show (WDS),
the first-ever fully integrated
defence event of Saudi Arabia
will be showcasing innovations
in interoperability across all five
domains – land, sea, air, security
and space. Envisioned as an
interactive critical platform,
governments
and
industry
thought leaders from across
the global defence and security
supply chain will assemble in
Riyadh to help shape the future
of defence in the Middle East.
Taking place at the core of the
global supply chain, the show
will be a powerful catalyst to
Saudi’s Vision 2030 by opening
up a plethora of opportunities
in the ever-growing defence and
aerospace industry.
His Majesty King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud

A

ligning with Saudi Arabia’s
Vision 2030, which is the
trailblazing plan to diversify the
country’s economy and move away from
hydrocarbons, World Defence Show
(WDS), the first-ever fully integrated
defence event showcasing innovations in
interoperability across all five domains –
land, sea, air, security and space- will host
the global defence and aerospace industry
in the heart of Riyadh from March 6 to 9.
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In order to help Saudi unlock the
growth potential of its defence sector, the
General Authority for Military Industries
(GAMI) founded WDS with the aim to
create an optimal meeting environment
for opportunities at every level of the
Kingdom’s expanding value chain by
connecting stakeholders to the national
defence ecosystem. Envisioned as an
interactive critical platform, governments
and industry thought leaders from across

the global defence and security supply
chain to help shape the future of defence
in the Middle East.
In line with the Kingdom’s Vision 2030
ambition, to localize 50% of domestic
military expenditure, Saudi Arabia aims
to be at the forefront of future defence
technologies making it an increasingly
important catalyst for change shaping the
future of defence. WDS will be a powerful
catalyst to achieve the vision.

The expo is a fully-integrated and futurefocused defence event set to showcase
the latest technological developments
from around the globe. The show will
feature cutting-edge defence frameworks
and multi-domain systems that allow the
sectors to interoperate seamlessly. Over
four days, the show will showcase the
latest, best in class, current and future
defence technologies through exhibits,
live demonstrations, conferences and
seminars.
Every two years, the show will provide
insight and access to technological
innovations that are shaping the defence
industry: from start-ups and innovators
to established multinationals. As one of
the world’s top spenders in the defence
sector, Saudi Arabia’s geographic location
and international presence allows the
kingdom to serve as the ideal location for
such a show.
WDS shares the vision of serving as
a platform where the global defence
industry can convene, connect and gain
valuable insight and access to the latest
innovation-driven defence & security
solutions. The show is on a mission to
develop and sustain a world leading
defence & security exhibition in the heart
of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
The scope and ambition of the event
makes it must-attend defence expo that
offers the opportunity for defence and
security decision-makers and buyers to
demonstrate products and showcase
participants’ vision for the future. The
event will address the industry’s most
pressing challenges, showcase pioneering
innovative solutions on display throughout
the exhibition halls and offer attendees
access to network with leading experts
from around the globe.
The unparalleled air display and
exhibition will include fixed and rotary

His Royal Highness Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz
Crown Prince, Deputy Prime Minister, and Chairman of the
Council of Economic and Development Affairs
wing
defence
aircraft
showcased
through interactive, virtual and live
demonstrations. New defence concepts
from fighter aircraft, with unmanned and
swarm capabilities, will be on display and
in action like never before.
The latest maritime, defence, and
security systems will be revealed through

augmented
reality
demonstrations,
to showcase naval technologies and
weaponry. Explore virtually both the
current and future solutions which will
transform how naval forces interoperate
with all necessary defence and security
systems.
Live demonstrations will showcase
exciting new security equipment, systems
and technology to counter challenges
faced by governments around the world.
Discover best-in-class security products
and services addressing terrorist threats
and all other aspects of homeland
security.
Live and simulated demonstrations
will bring to life current defence satellite
technology and exciting, on the horizon,
capabilities and functionality. Military
satellites for intelligence gathering,
navigation and communication will be
unveiled alongside asset protection
solutions, anti-satellite and experimental
space weapons.
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Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi with His Royal Highness Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz

India-Saudi defence ties:
A thriving partnership

Defence cooperation between India and Saudi Arabia has been strengthened with events
such as meetings of the Joint Committee on Defence Cooperation, signing of the ‘Strategic
Partnership Council Agreement’, bilateral exchanges involving the armed forces, especially
the maritime wings and signing of an MoU between Saudi General Authority of Military
Industries and India’s Department of Defence Production. Among other benefits, these
measures are expected to ensure security in the crucial western Indian Ocean Region.
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the signing of the ‘Riyadh
Declaration’, which elevated
the relationship to a strategic
partnership. An extradition
treaty was also signed by
India and Saudi Arabia during
the visit. Four agreements
relating
to
transfer
of
sentenced persons, cultural
cooperation,
Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU)
between
Indian
Space
Research Organisation and
King Abdul Aziz City for
Science and Technology for
cooperation in peaceful use of
outer space and joint research
and information technology
were also signed.

The Prime Minister, Narendra Modi being conferred Saudi Arabia's highest civilian honour, the
King Abdulaziz Sash, by King Salman, in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia on April 03, 2016.
India and Saudi Arabia
have traditionally enjoyed
warm relations, especially in
the commercial sector and
presently Saudi Arabia is
India’s fourth largest trade
partner. While bilateral trade
has been thriving, cooperation
in defence and civil aviation
also has been on an upswing
in recent years.

In fact, the two countries
have
benefited
from
historical trade as well as
spiritual links and people-topeople contacts, which were
formalised with diplomatic
relationship being established
after India’s Independence in
1947. Over the years, the ties
were strengthened with the
visits of Indian Prime Ministers

to Saudi Arabia. While
Jawaharlal Nehru travelled
to the Arab nation in 1956,
Indira Gandhi visited in 1982,
Manmohan Singh in 2010 and
Narendra Modi in 2016 and
2019.
Among
these
visits,
Manmohan Singh’s visit was
significant as the bilateral
ties became dynamic with

Joint Committee on Defence
After Singh in 2010, the
then-Defence Minister A K
Antony visited Saudi Arabia
in 2012 which was the first by
an Indian defence minister to
Riyadh. This was followed by
the signing a Memorandum
of Understanding on Defence
Cooperation
in
February
2014, which strengthened
the
defence
partnership.
India and Saudi Arabia also
agreed to set up a Joint
Committee
on
Defence
Cooperation
(JCDC)
to
identify and augment defence
collaboration between the
two sides. Over the years, the
JCDC has held several sittings
with discussions covering
areas such as training and
capacity building, intelligence
exchange, maritime security,
and the promotion of defence
industries.
The agenda of Modi’s visit
in 2016 included topics such
as energy, security, trade
and well-being of the Indian
diaspora. During the Prime
Minister’s second visit to
the Arab nation in 2019, the
‘Strategic Partnership Council
Agreement’
was
signed.
This pact identified India as
one among Saudi Arabia’s
‘Strategic Partner Countries.’
Visits by Saudi royalty
Over the years, visits by
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The Crown Prince, Vice President of the Council of Ministers of Defence of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Prince Mohammed Bin
Salman Bin Abdulaziz Al-Saud meeting the President, Ram Nath Kovind, at Rashtrapati Bhavan, in New Delhi on February 20, 2019.

Saudi monarchs to India too have taken
place, each of them taking the bilateral
relations to a higher level. While King Saud
arrived in 1955, King Abdullah visited in
2006. Subsequently, King Salman made
an official visit in 2016. During King
Abdullah’s visit, both countries formed
a strategic energy partnership, known
as ‘Delhi Declaration.’ India being a top
importer of oil from Saudi Arabia, the
declaration provided for a reliable, stable
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and increased volume of crude oil to
India.
Incidentally, the defence cooperation
between the two countries received a
major thrust with the visit of then-Crown
Prince Salman - the present king - to
New Delhi in 2014, when a Memorandum
of Understanding on defence cooperation
was formally signed. Other crucial visits
to India were that of Saudi Crown Prince
Mohammad bin Salman and Crown Prince

Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz
Al Saud, the deputy prime minister and
minister of defence of Saudi Arabia, both
in 2019. Apart from boosting commercial
ties and sharing energy interests, these
visits demonstrated that security and
defence cooperation is becoming a higher
priority in India-Saudi relationship.
Maritime ties
Among the major areas of defence

and security cooperation is the maritime
sector. While Saudi Arabia has always
played a significant role in ensuring
the region’s overall maritime security,
India, thanks to its geostrategic location
and energy interests, has been actively
securing international trading routes in
the region. Saudi Arabia has been keen
on strengthening maritime security
cooperation with India in the western
Indian Ocean region, which includes
some of the world’s busiest shipping lanes
such as those in the Red Sea, the Gulf of
Aden, the Arabian Sea, the Gulf of Oman
and the Persian Gulf.
Consequently, bilateral engagements
by the Royal Saudi Naval Forces with
the Indian Navy and the Coast Guard
have witnessed a spurt, particularly after
the year 2000. In fact, goodwill visits by
Indian ships to Saudi Arabia have been an
important part of defence cooperation.v
Similarly, India’s then chief of the
naval staff Admiral Sunil Lanba visited
Saudi Arabia in 2018, during which he
took a tour of the Naval Operations
Center, Naval Fire and Rescue School,
and Western Fleet at Jeddah, including
the frigate HMS Dammam, apart from
holding high-level meetings with the
authorities in the Kingdom.
Other landmark defence events
Another milestone in the India-Saudi
defence relationship was witnessed in
August 2015, when, for the first time,
the Kingdom allowed fighter aircraft of
the Indian Air Force to land at its military
bases in Taif.
The visit of Indian National Security

Advisor Ajit Doval to Saudi Arabia in
2019 also led to strengthening of defence
cooperation. In a historic first visit,
General M M Naravane, chief of the
Indian Army, arrived in Saudi Arabia in
December 2020. During his visit, it was
decided to conduct joint exercises by the
Armies of the two nations.
Saudi armed forces have also regularly
attended training programmes at Indian
military institutions including the National
Defence College, New Delhi; the College
of Defence Management, Secunderabad
and the Defence Services and Staff
College, Wellington.
Defence production
In another development, India and
Saudi Arabia agreed to strengthen
their cooperation in the area of defence
production, with the signing of an MoU
between Saudi General Authority of
Military Industries and India’s Department
of Defence Production.
Under Saudi Arabia’s ‘Vision 2030’
reform plans and the flagship ‘Made in
India’ initiative of the Indian government,
cooperation in the research, development
and manufacture of weapon systems
and equipment offers great potential.
Authorities in both nations have revealed
that they would have particular interest in
collaborating in the fields of shipbuilding,
ammunition
manufacturing,
drone
technology, cyber-security, space and
emerging new technologies.
The General Authority of Military
Industries of Saudi Arabia and the
Department of Defence Production of
India signed an agreement to achieve

these targets on the sidelines of Prime
Minister Modi’s official visit to Riyadh
in 2019. The pact calls for increased
collaboration in military acquisitions,
joint research, forming joint ventures and
technology transfers. Moreover, during
the Indian Prime Minister’s visit, India and
Saudi Arabia signed over a dozen deals in
several key sectors including defence, civil
aviation, oil and gas intended to take the
bilateral relations to a higher level.
Rescue mission
The depth of India-Saudi defence
relations was highlighted during the
Yemen evacuations in 2015. At the
time of the crisis, the Saudi Ministry of
Defence gave access to Indian aircraft
and ships engaged in the evacuation of
Indian nationals from the Yemeni capital,
Sanaa, as well as from the ports of Aden
and Al-Hodeida as part of ‘Operation
Raahat.’
Combating terrorism
The international nature of terrorism
has been a cause of concern to both India
and Saudi Arabia. As a result, security
cooperation and intelligence sharing are
important components of the strategic
partnership between the two countries.
Defence experts have suggested that a
possible engagement of India with the
Riyadh-based Islamic Military Counter
Terror Coalition could be beneficial to
the region. In fact, India and Saudi Arabia
are likely to sign an agreement in defence
intelligence soon which would further
expand the bilateral security cooperation.
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‘Indo-Saudi Ties to Scale Greater
Heights in the Coming Years’
The two leaders – Hon’ble Prime Minister Shri
Narendra Modi and His Royal Highness Crown
Prince Mohammed Bin Salman share a unique
bonhomie which they have developed over several
interactions over the years. Both leaders share a
transformational vision for their countries, and
this has translated into several opportunities for
partnership in new areas. This augurs well for the
relationship to reach greater heights over the next
few years. Overall, the direction of the India-Saudi
bilateral defence relationship remains extremely
positive with several initiatives being taken. Both
countries are ascending powers and major players
in their respective regions and are natural partners
in addressing the various security challenges
confronting the region. The ‘World Defence Show’,
scheduled in Riyadh in first week of March 2022 is
likely to witness attendance of a number of Indian
Public and Private Industries, said Dr. Ausaf Sayeed,
Indian Ambassador to Saudi Arabia, who has been
now appointed as the Secretary of Overseas Indian
Affairs. In an exclusive interview with Aeromag
and Arabian Defence magazines, he talks about
the growing bilateral relations between India and
Saudi Arabia and the new focus areas.
Dr. Ausaf Sayeed
Indian Ambassador to Saudi Arabia
Your Excellency, on a bilateral front, what
are the new milestones in the decades-old
relations between India and Saudi Arabia?
What are the major sectors of cooperation
between the two countries?
As we mark the 75th anniversary of
establishment of diplomatic relations
between the two countries, India’s
relationship with the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia has emerged as one of the most
important partnerships of India in its
extended neighbourhood. The bilateral
relationship is on an upward trajectory
across all areas of cooperation, and has
been elevated to a strategic partnership.
Politically, there have been frequent
interactions and exchanges both at the
leadership and the ministerial level. In
September 2021, the Saudi Foreign
Minister visited India and called on the
Hon’ble Prime Minister and also met
the External Affairs Minister. Defence
cooperation has further expanded with
the mutual visits of the Army chiefs of
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both countries recently.
On the commercial side, India has
emerged as the Kingdom’s second largest
trade partner for 2021, and overall trade
has surpassed pre-pandemic levels.
Cultural relations are also progressing
well, and last year Saudi Arabia and India
entered into a historic MOU on Yoga
Cooperation.
How did Prime Minister Narendra’ Modi’s
visits to Saudi Arabia help to cement the
bilateral relations further?
The Hon’ble Prime Minister has visited
Saudi Arabia twice – in April 2016 and
October 2019. The first visit was a
landmark visit which set the tone for the
intensification of cooperation, especially in
the areas of security and defence. In the
second visit of the Hon’ble Prime Minister,
besides the signing of MoUs in various
areas, the growing ties were formalized in
the form of a strategic partnership which
began a new era of bilateral cooperation.

The formation of the Strategic
Partnership Council, which is headed by
the Prime Minister and the Crown Prince
at the leadership level, serves as the
institutional framework for cooperation
going forward across all fields. This
Council is supported by two verticals – the
Economic and Investment vertical headed
by the Commerce and Industries Minister
and the Saudi Energy Minister; and the
Political, Security, Social and Culture
vertical headed by the External Affairs
Minister and the Saudi Foreign Minister.
While the opportunity for face-toface interactions since the beginning of
the pandemic has been limited, several
rounds of official-level meetings through
Joint Working Groups have already been
held through the virtual format, and the
ministerial meetings are scheduled to be
held soon.
While energy security continues to
dominate the agenda, security and

Dr Ausaf Sayeed with Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi
Defence cooperation are becoming more
important in the India-Saudi relationship.
What are the activities regarding Defence
deals, JVs, interaction between Armed
Forces etc.?
The signing of the landmark Riyadh
Declaration in 2010 was perhaps the
starting point in structured bilateral
defence cooperation between India and
Saudi Arabia. Bilateral defence ties gained
further momentum in 2012, when the
two sides decided to establish a Joint
Committee on Defence Cooperation
(JCDC), which would identify areas
for cooperation in the field of defence.
The JCDC has held four meetings - in
2012, 2016, 2017 and 2019 — during
which fruitful discussions were held on
training and capacity building, intelligence
exchange, maritime security and the
promotion of defence industries. Defence
cooperation between the two countries
got a major boost with the visit of then
Crown Prince Salman (the present king)
to New Delhi in 2014, when a MoU on
defence cooperation was formally signed.
During the official visit of Hon’ble Prime
Minister Narendra Modi to Riyadh in
October 2019, the General Authority
of Military Industries (GAMI) of Saudi
Arabia and the Department of Defence

Production of India signed a MoU covering
collaboration in military acquisitions,
joint research, forming joint ventures and
technology transfers.
2021 witnessed enhanced bilateral
engagements between the Royal Saudi
Navy and Indian Navy aimed towards
securing the region’s overall maritime

security. Goodwill visits by Indian Ships
have been a major component of defence
cooperation with 16 Indian Navy and
Coast Guard vessels entering Saudi ports
since 2015. In 2021, we had three Indian
Ship visits and the first bilateral Naval
exercise “Al Mohed-Al Hindi” with the
Kingdom conducted in August 2021 on
the Eastern Coast at Jubail. In September
2021, Indian Naval Chief had an
interaction with the Commander of Royal
Saudi Naval Forces on the sidelines of 24th
International Seapower Symposium held in
Naval War College, USA.
Building forward on the relations
post the historic visit of General Manoj
Mukund Naravane, Chief of Indian Army
in December 2020, and both the Land
Forces Chiefs had telephonic conversations
in February and December 2021 and
recently on 09 February 2022 to monitor
the progress of bilateral relations. Also
in a historic first, Commander of Royal
Saudi Land Forces visited India from 14
to 16 February 2022 with a high-level
delegation to discuss bilateral defence
cooperation issues.
Despite
COVID
induced
travel
restrictions, officers from both Royal Saudi
Armed Forces and Indian Armed Forces
are undergoing training in the various
military institutes. In 2022, we expect
more exchanges and training activities to
be conducted between the two friendly
countries. New areas of cooperation
are being mutually identified to include
Intelligence Sharing, Counter Terrorism,
Artificial Intelligence and Cyber Security.

Dr Ausaf Sayeed with President of India Shri Ram Nath Kovind
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. Dr. Ausaf Sayeed with Saudi Minister for Haj and Umrah H.E. Dr. Mohammad Saleh bin Taher Benten
The ‘World Defence Show’, scheduled
in Riyadh in first week of March 2022 is
likely to witness attendance of a number
of Indian Public and Private industries.
A senior delegation is also expected to
represent Indian Armed forces during the
premier event. Also, the ‘Defence Expo
2022’ is scheduled in India from 10 to 13
March 2022 wherein various military and
business delegations from Saudi side are
expected to attend.
Overall, the direction of the IndiaSaudi bilateral defence relationship
remains extremely positive with several
initiatives being taken. Both countries are
ascending powers and major players in
their respective regions and are natural
partners in addressing the various security
challenges confronting the region.
How do the countries associate with
each other on counter terrorism and antiextremism activities?
Terrorism in all its manifestations is
unacceptable and can never be justified.
Today all nation states in every region are
vulnerable to terrorism and this menace
has become a global concern. India since
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its Independence has been facing the
problem of terrorism in different parts of
the country and has close cooperation
with various friendly countries to tackle
this global threat. Both India and Saudi
Arabia are committed partners to reduce
the menace of extremism and cooperate in
fighting terrorism. Towards the same, we
have regular information and intelligence
exchanges at the highest levels and share a
working relationship to combat the same.
In the last couple of years, both countries
have signed several agreements in the field
of security, including an extradition treaty.
We are aware of the numerous initiatives
being taken by Saudi side to combat
terrorism in their volatile neighbourhood
– they are part of the global coalition to
counter ISIS, the effective working of
IMCTC are steps taken by them in this
regard. India is willing to cooperate in any
manner to tackle this global menace which
affects us all.
Finally, on a personal note Your
Excellency, how would you describe the
evolution of Indo-Saudi Arabia partnership
as you have witnessed it up close, and the

personal rapport that has grown steadily
between the two leaders – Prime Minister
Modi and Saudi Prince Mohammed Bin
Salman?
As I complete my three-year tenure in
the Kingdom as Ambassador, I look back
on the various milestones and evolution of
the bilateral relationship with tremendous
satisfaction.
I have spent nearly a decade of my
diplomatic career in the Kingdom at
various points of time, and can say
that along with the developments and
achievements of both countries in various
fields, the relationship has also evolved
and has become more multi-faceted. The
two leaders – Hon’ble Prime Minister Shri
Narendra Modi and His Royal Highness
Crown Prince Mohammed Bin Salman
share a unique bonhomie which they have
developed over several interactions over
the years.
Both leaders share a transformational
vision for their countries, and this has
translated into several opportunities for
partnership in new areas. This augurs
well for the relationship to reach greater
heights over the next few years.

Dr Ausaf Sayeed
Promoted as Secretary,
Overseas Indian Affairs

I

ndia’s ambassador to Saudi Arabia, Dr Ausaf Sayeed, has
been appointed to a new position as secretary, overseas
Indian affairs in the country’s Ministry of External Affairs.
He has been appointed as the Secretary, (consular, passport,
visa and Overseas Indian affairs). In terms of the bureaucratic
arrangement, the new post is a promotion because the post
is several degrees higher than that of an ambassador. The
appointment was approved by the Indian cabinet.
Dr. Ausaf Sayeed, born on September 18, 1963, is a career
diplomat belonging to the Indian Foreign Service (IFS) 1989
Batch. He holds a Master of Science and a Ph.D. in Geology
from Osmania University in Hyderabad, India and an Advanced
Diploma in Arabic from the American University in Cairo. He
is a Competent Toastmaster (CTM) and recipient of the YGK
Murthy Gold Medal from Osmania University.
Dr. Sayeed has handled different areas of work in his 30
years of diplomatic service, including political, economic,
consular and cultural work, besides Haj management. Before
his appointment as the Ambassador of India to the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia, he served as High Commissioner of India to
Seychelles (Feb 2017-April 2019). Prior to that he served as
Consul General of India in Chicago (August 2013-Jan 2017),
Ambassador of India to Yemen (Sep 2010-July 2013), Consul
General of India in Jeddah (August 2004-July 2008), besides
working at the Indian diplomatic Missions in Cairo, Riyadh,
Doha, and Copenhagen in various capacities.

UMEX & SimTEX 2022: UAE Signs
3 Deals Worth AED 654.6 Million

T

he fifth edition of UMEX & SimTEX 2022, a unique
event specialising in unmanned systems, simulation,
training, AI, robotics, and multi-use systems for defence
and civilian sectors, opened in Abu Dhabi on February 21.
The event is held under the patronage of His Highness Sheikh
Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi
and Deputy Supreme Commander of the UAE Armed Forces,
H.H. Sheikh Mansour bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister of Presidential Affairs.
The event is organised by Abu Dhabi National Exhibitions
Company (ADNEC) in cooperation with the UAE Ministry of
Defence.
During the first day of the exhibition, the Ministry of Defence
signed three deals with local and international companies
with a total value of more than AED 654.6 million, distributed
among contracts for local companies with a total value of more
than AED 649 million, and foreign contracts with a total value
exceeding AED 5.597 million.
The deals included a deal with International Golden Group to
purchase drone systems worth AED 10 million, and another deal
with Global Aerospace Logistics to provide technical support,
maintenance, repair and spare parts services, with a value of
more than AED 639 million.
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Milkor’s Riyadh Entity Aligns
with Saudi’s Vision 2030
The World Defense Show is an indication
to Saudi Arabia’s seriousness in becoming
a leader within the defense technology
sector; it provides a glimpse into the future
of the country becoming self-sufficient
and a powerhouse of manufacturing and
development. The opportunity to exhibit
and display full scaled products during
WDS is a testament of Milkor’s willingness
and ambitions within the Kingdom as the
company look forward to solidifying its
cooperation. “Our new entity indicates
our seriousness in getting involved with
the growing industry and cements Milkor’s
foundation of being part of the future of
Saudi. The ideals and mission of the new
entity in Riyadh aligns with Saudi Arabia’s
vision 2030. Our technologies alongside
the Kingdom’s talent allow for a prosperous
future that will benefit the end-users, skilled
laborers, industry and local economy,”
said, MC de Beer, Chief Executive Officer,
Milkor-Riyadh. In an interview with Arabian
Defence, he talks the company’s operations
in Saudi Arabia.
MC de Beer
Chief Executive Officer
Milkor-Riyadh
Milkor has been providing impactful
turnkey solutions for the different fields
of defence over the last four decades.
Could you share a brief overview of the
company’s major achievements?
Over the years Milkor has not only been
able to become the household name for
40mm multiple-grenade launcher, but also
achieved massive strides in entity growth.
We have expanded to offer full ITAR-free
solutions in multiple disciplines including
air, land and sea.
Our company also forms part of a very
small group of providers for in-house
design and manufacturing of unmanned
systems with combat capabilities. We
have been part of the industry for over
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four decades and throughout the years we
have provided products to more than 60
countries on five continents.
Milkor has supplied weapons ranging
from lethal to less-lethal to more than 60
countries worldwide. What are the major
products and technologies offered by the
weapons division of the company?
Milkor is the original inventor of the
40mm multiple-grenade launcher, with
a sophisticated design that soon got
replicated by peer competitors. Our latest
offering, the SuperSix Multiple-Range
Grenade Launcher (MRGL) is capable of
firing less-lethal, standard low and medium
velocity ammunition up to an effective

range of 800 meters within 3 seconds.
We are recognized as the market leader
in the 40mm offerings, comprising of
our easy-opening, single shot Stopper
Convertible; compact and lightweight
Under Barrel Grenade Launcher (UBGL)
which can be easily integrated with any
rifle as well as a less-lethal option known
as the Multiple Anti-Riot (MAR).
We recently unveiled a modernized
Automatic Grenade Launcher (AGL) that
can be either tripod-mounted or integrated
onto a turret suitable for armored vehicles,

helicopters, and naval vessels. The
innovation of 40mm high velocity air-burst
ammunition coupled with a fire control
unit on the Milkor platform ensures
for increased accuracy and the ability
to engage dismounted targets, behind
buildings and other battlefield obstacles.
The company has been specialising in
making Armoured Personnel Carriers,
weapon stations and intelligence solutions.
How strong is the Land division of Milkor?
Milkor’s Land division team encompasses
tech-leaders of mine-resistant and
ambush-protection solutions. Our 4x4
all-terrain vehicles are designed for
end-user requirements and have multimission applications including personnel
transportation, combat ambulance, patrol
vehicle, mobile command unit and weapon
deployment vehicle.
Options include Ballistic protection level

up to B7, a V-shaped hull that contributes
towards STANAG 4569 level 3a and b mine
protection as well as multiple accessories
including remote control weapon stations
and electronic warfare support.
Milkor’s in-house development from
its air division allows communication
and encryption technologies to be
implemented across all our products
including our land systems.
Milkor designs, manufactures and offers
after-sales service for Naval and other user
requirements. Could you talk about the
manned and unmanned systems offered
and its customizable nature?
Our research and development wing
consists of highly talented veterans from
the industry that have allowed us to
provide full modular systems that are
completely ITAR free. These systems
include communication and control

modules that are designed and produced
in-house to allow the highest level of
user defined customization, including
unmanned capabilities which are suitable
for use on any platform and frequency.
Milkor’s engineering team can also
take existing platforms and implement
improvements or upgrades based on input
given by our clients.
What are your products in Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle (UAV) sector? How do you
intend to tap the potential in the sector?
We have different products that mainly
cater for two different applications:
intelligence,
surveillance
and
reconnaissance (ISR), as well as armed
combat systems. Our latest product,
the Milkor UCAV has the versatility
to be a fully C4ISR capable MALE
airship combined with the simplicity of
integrating weapon systems to allow for

The Milkor IPC in high-speed pursuit
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opportunistic engagements; all based on
user-requirement. The system provides
515kg payload (including fuel) with an
operational altitude of 23000 feet.
Milkor has the flexibility to customize
its technology on user-request and
transfer vital knowledge in operation and
maintenance to ensure that end-users
achieve their objectives efficiently with
easy to use and versatile equipment.

The Milkor SuperSix Multiple Range Grenade Launcher

The Milkor UCAV on the factory floor
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Milkor products have a reputation for
toughness and reliability. Could you talk
about the company’s R&D operations,
quality control tests, and after-sales
support?
Milkor has a top-down implementation
structure for quality assurance, this
includes various MIL-STD’s for each
product and its subcomponents; ISO
standards to keep up with industry
trends and OHS standards to ensure
our employees are in the most optimal
conditions to provide world class
equipment for our clients. Our quality
assurance procedures are stringent to
ensure that users can trust their equipment
during the most difficult of operations.

The Milkor 4x4 MRAP APC in desert sand color scheme

The company has opened dedicated
companies in Saudi Arabia and UAE.
What are the operational highlights of the
company in the Gulf region?
The gulf climate has been a proving
ground for companies and their products.
Milkor’s launchers have been in use since
2001 in Saudi Arabia and have proven
to survive the harsh conditions with
continuous sales throughout the years
with our latest offerings following suit.

Show 2022 in Saudi Arabia? What are the
priorities of the company’s participation at
the expo?
The World Defense Show is an indication
to Saudi Arabia’s seriousness in becoming
a leader within the defense technology
sector, it provides a glimpse into the future
of the country becoming self-sufficient
and a powerhouse of manufacturing and
development.
The opportunity to exhibit and display
full scaled products during WDS is a
testament of Milkor’s willingness and
ambitions within the Kingdom as we look
forward to solidifying our cooperation.
Our new entity indicates our seriousness in
getting involved with the growing industry
and cements Milkor’s foundation of being
part of the future of Saudi.

How do you look at the World Defense

With the official launch of the Riyadh

Our after-sales methodology is to
provide localized support allowing endusers to be self-dependent with their own
equipment. This includes the transfer
of critical knowledge, training and
maintenance. “Sell-and-forget” is simply
not in our nature.

office set to take place at World Defence
Show, how does it strengthen the
company’s positioning in the Saudi Arabian
defence sector? How does it align with the
Saudi Vision 2030?
The new Milkor entity in Riyadh
which strives towards 100% Indigenous
content follows through with our plans of
manufacturing our range of products in
Saudi, together with the Saudi industry for
the world.
The ideals and mission of the new entity
in Riyadh aligns with Saudi Arabia’s vision
2030. Our technologies alongside the
Kingdom’s talent allow for a prosperous
future that will benefit the end-users,
skilled laborers, industry and local
economy.
Local engagements and relationship
building with industry solidifies the new
entity’s bright future under Vision 2030.
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Resecurity Investing in Cyber
Intelligence R&D Centre in Riyadh
US-based
cyber
security
company
Resecurity delivers a unified platform for
endpoint protection, risk management,
and threat intelligence for large enterprises
and government agencies worldwide. It
enables enterprises, national security and law
enforcement agencies to combat cyber threats
regardless of how sophisticated they are.
A big part of Resecurity’s work is R&D.
Resecurity will be part of the World Defense
Show (WDS) 2022 in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
Ahead of the mega event, Arabian Defence
magazine spoke to Resecurity’s CEO Gene
Yoo, who explained about the company’s
operations, products, achievements, besides
the company’s plans in the Middle East.
Gene Yoo
CEO,Resecurity

Resecurity has been delivering a unified platform for endpoint
protection, risk management, and threat intelligence for large
enterprises and government agencies worldwide. Could you give
an overview of your operations and major achievements?
Founded in 2016, Resecurity is a US-based cyber intelligence
company with the mission of enabling enterprises, national
security and law enforcement agencies to combat cyber threats
regardless of how sophisticated they are. Our team is built of
cybersecurity and data sciences experts who have worked in
the trenches of threat detection and incident response for large
enterprises that are now applying their knowledge to continuously
improve Resecurity’s services and platforms.
In the past year alone, Resecurity was recognised in Inc.
Magazine’s 5000 as one of the fastest-growing private companies
in the U.S., awarded for Outstanding Endpoint Protection Solutions
at the Intersec 2022 Awards and announced their planned AIintelligence R&D centre in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. Resecurity is an
official member of AFCEA, NDIA, SIA and Infragard as well as an
academic partner of several US-based universities including the
University of Las Vegas and Kennesaw State University where we
deliver trainings and internships for students and young specialists
interested in cyber threat intelligence (CTI), Dark Web Monitoring
and vulnerability research areas.
Artificial intelligence will play a critical role in securing the
expanding digital world. Could you talk about Resecurity investing
in R&D and AI-powered innovation to give enterprises the upper
hand among emerging cyber threats?
Threat actors are increasingly tapping into AI to scale their
operations and attacks. For organisations to have a chance, it will
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be critical to adapt cyber threat intelligence tools that leverage AI.
Similar to how AI is used in other industries for fraud detection, AI
will be critical in future cyber threat detection and response.
Resecurity is leveraging AI and data science to understand
patterns, stay ahead of trends and help organisations quickly
identify possible threats systems that need to cope with
thousands of events taking place every second, which is where

cybercriminals will try to strike. Resecurity’s AI-driven solutions
draw on data compromising five billion threat artifacts, nine
million profiles of threat actors and 700 million fully indexed
and translated Dark Web data entries. Using advanced machine
learning and data science we enable cybersecurity leaders to
make faster, smarter and weighted decisions and increase their
visibility into cyber threats.
What makes your product ‘Risk’ an ideal solution in digital risk
monitoring? Could you talk about its accuracy, scalability and
effectiveness?
Modern enterprises need cyber threat intelligence (CTI) and risk
intelligence to stay ahead of the emerging security challenges.
National regulators, including Central Bank, are requiring
enterprises to implement proper tools to collect CTI including but
not limited to the most recent indicators of compromise (IOCs),
relevant Dark Web activity, malicious campaigns conducted by
foreign threat actors and groups.
Today, cybersecurity professionals are expected to manage
hundreds, often thousands, of incoming data streams and threats
with limited time and resources. With growing burnout rates and
the global cyber talent shortage, having a solution that can bring
all of these inputs into one dashboard with contextualised data
is critical for organisations to minimise risk and heighten security
across the ecosystem.
Resecurity’s Risk solution collects billions of data points from
sources ranging from the Dark Web to internal backdoors,
quantifies their risk and creates an easy to interpret dashboard to
provide the most accurate and up-to-date reports at the security
team’s fingertips. As a SaaS platform, the tool can scale across the
globe and organisation, similar to the evolving threat landscape
organisations face today.
Resecurity delivers maximum coverage of threat artifacts
and provides effective tools to monitor cyber risks across the
enterprise ecosystem including your brand, endpoints, employees,
networks, clouds, services and supply chain.

The Context is a Cyber Threat Intelligence Platform (TIP) which
draws from an unparalleled number of data sources to accelerate
analysis, prevention, and investigation workflows. Features like
lightning-fast search, AI-driven intelligence allow the tool to
automate the identification, assessment and triage of incoming
cyber threats while staying ahead of cybercriminals using AIdriven tactics to attack companies at scale.
Using Context, enterprises and governments can quickly
identify and analyse emerging threats from across the world in a
single dashboard, allowing them to accelerate both their analysis
and response. Law enforcement and defence organisations
use our product for threat landscape monitoring, in-depth
investigations and intelligence collection based on over 34,000
integrated data points.
Our engineers built the concept of “all-source” intelligence not
limited just to cyber, allowing operators from various fields to use
it with maximum efficiency and to search for targets ranging from
particular persona, organisation, geofenced area, network-related

How strong are the company’s export operations? Could you
shed some light onto your client base?
While Resecurity is based in the U.S. with headquarters in Los
Angeles, California, our clients stretch across the globe and range
from small organisations to large enterprises and governments.
As a SaaS-based platform, Resecurity can scale and adapt no
matter the location or the needs of our clients. We take a tailored
approach for every client we work with, understanding their
unique needs and threats to provide them the solutions and
protection they need. To help meet this global scale, we have
expanded our partners and regional staff to meet the localised
needs and challenges of each region.
Our client base includes the leading energy company worldwide,
the leading financial institution in the U.S., the leading technology
company in the U.S., multiple Fortune 500 corporations, with
international presence including APAC, MENA, North America
and European Union, and 12 law enforcement and defence
organisations. All products and services of Resecurity have
successfully passed proper export control procedures and are
available to cybersecurity professionals based in not embargoed
(sanctioned) and ITAR proscribed countries.
What are the features of the intelligence platform ‘Context’ used
by enterprises and governments to accelerate threat analysis?
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information (IP, domain), cryptocurrency wallets or monikers in
Dark Web.
Could you talk about your services in digital forensic and
managed threat detection?
For many organisations dealing with limited security staff and
resources, bringing in an outside team of experts to perform
digital forensics and threat detection to uncover and investigate
threats goes a long way. Resecurity’s digital forensics service
dives deep into an organisation’s digital ecosystem to understand
potential and ongoing threats while providing actionable reports
and strategic feedback to help businesses improve their security
posture.
We’ve seen this service being beneficial for organisations
looking to test for readiness as well as organisations who have
experienced a cyber incident looking to rebuild their security
strategy. Resecurity’s managed threat detection is an ongoing
partnership with our clients to serve as their dedicated team
that hunts and manages incoming cyber threats across an
organisation’s digital security environment.
Our team leverages both advanced EDR technologies and
research and mitigation skills. Our specialists hold industryleading certifications including but not limited to CISSP, CISA,
GIAG Certified Incident Handler (GCIH), CEH and OSCP.
The company advances threat detection and response in the
Middle East via local strategic partnerships with local MSSPs.
Could you talk more about this?
It is no secret the digital economy is booming throughout the
Middle East. With this growth, cyber threats have followed, which
is where we see an exciting opportunity to help organisations
throughout the Middle East secure their digital ecosystems and
keep up with emerging cyber threats. To do this, Resecurity has
invested in local staff in the Middle East and partnered with ML
Consulting along with other valuable MSSPs and IT providers to
expand its advanced cyber threat intelligence and solutions to
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local organisations.
Additionally, Resecurity is investing in a cyber intelligence R&D
centre in Riyadh focused on data science, artificial intelligence (AI)
and cognitive security technologies to protect the region against
emerging threats to protect smart cities and critical infrastructure.
To attract local cybersecurity talent for R&D Centre, Resecurity
has secured a number of internships with students and graduates
from King Saud University, King AbdulAziz University and King
Abdullah University of Science and Technology.
These educational alliances will further facilitate knowledge
transfer and will adapt perspective technologies to the needs of
key enterprises in Saudi Arabia.
How do you look at World Defense Show 2022 as a platform
to extend the company’s reach in the Middle East? What are the
highlights of your participation at the expo?
The World Defense Show 2022 brings together cybersecurity
and defence technology leaders from across the world, serving as
the perfect event to showcase our latest solutions and research on
cyber threat intelligence, detection and response.
Our MEA team and senior leadership team from the U.S. will
be present to connect with local organisations interested in
experiencing our solutions hands-on. We will also be sharing
more on our partnerships and R&D centre plans. We look forward
to connecting with forward-thinking organisations at this year’s
event as Resecurity continues to grow its presence in the Middle
East.
Resecurity booth is located in P3 (North America Pavilion).

Royal Saudi Land Forces Commander
Makes Historic Visit to India

T

he Commander of the Royal Saudi
Land Forces, Lieutenant General

Fahd Bin Abdullah Mohammed AlMutair, visited
India from 14 -16

February. This is the first-ever visit
by a serving Royal Saudi Land Forces
Commander to India and marks a
deepening bilateral defence cooperation
between the two countries.
General MM Naravane, Chief of the
Army Staff (COAS) of Indian Army had
visited Saudi Arabia in December 2020
, which was the first visit by an Indian
Army Chief to Saudi Arabia.
Lieutenant General Fahd Bin Abdullah
Mohammed Al-Mutair was received by
General MM Naravane, at South Block
in New Delhi where he was accorded a
Ceremonial Guard of Honour.
The relationship between India and
Saudi Arabia has grown owing to
common interests in economic prosperity,
eliminating the scourge of terrorism and
mitigating the effects of climate change.
Defence diplomacy forms one of the
major tenets of the overall relationship.
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Bringing Portuguese’s Best into
Global Aeronautical Market
As a leading MRO provider, OGMA is a centenary company recognized in the aeronautical
industry for offering a wide range of maintenance, engineering design and production services
for defence aviation, civil and executive aviation, engines and components, and aerostructures
manufacturing. With a long and prestigious tradition, OGMA is an Authorized Service Center
(AMC) for Embraer, Lockheed Martin, Rolls-Royce and Pratt & Whitney, that provides solutions
to airlines, corporate operators, private owners, state and military organizations. OGMA and its
customers relationship starts with their trust on its capabilities, leading to a partnership with
mutual interest on the encountered solutions for the services to be rendered, teaming up for the
expected results, towards both parties’ success. The OGMA-Embraer partnership has a single
objective: to bring the best of Portuguese industry and engineering to the aeronautical market.

T

he evolution of the aviation market
requires that commercial operators
look for ways to increase their
competitiveness, and business operators
seek above all to maintain high quality
of service and in-flight experience. In
the defence aviation market, for military
operators is important to maintain the
relevance of their weapon systems.
Operators seek cost-effective ways to
keep their aircraft fleets able to accomplish
their mission or business objectives in an
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effective and efficient way, during the
course of their service lives. Besides the
more traditional maintenance, repair
and overall of aircraft, engines and
components, MRO companies support
operators by developing the aircraft
modernization business to meet the needs
of their customers.
As a leading MRO provider, OGMA
is a centenary company recognized in
the aeronautical industry for offering a
wide range of maintenance, engineering

design and production services for
defence aviation, civil and executive
aviation, engines and components, and
aerostructures manufacturing.
With a long and prestigious tradition,
OGMA is an Authorized Service Center
(AMC) for Embraer, Lockheed Martin,
Rolls-Royce and Pratt & Whitney, that
provides solutions to airlines, corporate
operators, private owners, state and
military
organizations
to
improve
safety, increase mission capability,

implement
mandatory
ICAO/EASA/
FAA requirements, manage systems
obsolescence, change cabin layout,
increase passenger comfort and amenities
and standardize fleet configuration.
OGMA has developed business in
the aviation industry with a strong
commitment to civil and military aviation
authorities by guaranteeing the safety
and airworthiness requirements in the
aviation business. Its performance as part
of one of the Lockheed Martin C-130
Hercules Service Centre, Rolls Royce
Authorized Maintenance Centre for the
RR T56/501 series, RR AE2100 series,
RR AE3007 series, RR AE 1107C engines,
has placed OGMA in the scene of one
of the Worldwide Heavy Maintenance
performers. It also provides the continuous
airworthiness management per Part M
Subpart G, and maintenance services per
Part 145, EMAR 145, and PMAR 145.
With a 400000 square metres of overall
area and 11 maintenance hangars, OGMA
has a full capacity to upgrade and install
aircraft systems, as flight, engine and
standby instruments systems, including

full glass cockpit, voice communication
systems, data communication systems,
navigation systems, flight management
and control systems, surveillance and
safety systems, flight recorder systems,
self-protection systems, interiors, galley
equipment, and passenger entertainment
and communication systems.
In addition to modernizations of aircraft´s
systems, the long-term viability of aircraft
fleets can be ensured by structural
enhancement and/or installation aircraft
structural health monitoring systems, to
enable effective and safe management of
aircraft fatigue life and ensure fleets reach
their full potential lives.
OGMA has highly qualified professionals

and an outstanding MRO know-how.
This in-house expertise allows to offer
complete aircraft upgrade services,
covering design and certification of
the aircraft modification, produce and
source aircraft modification kits, modify
the aircraft, update aircraft technical
publications and provide maintenance and
operational training.
OGMA and its customers relationship
starts with their trust on its capabilities,
leading to a partnership with mutual
interest on the encountered solutions for
the services to be rendered, teaming up
for the expected results, towards both
parties’ success.
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Dynatech International:
5 Decades in Legacy Aircraft
and Engine Sustainment
Dynatech International LLC is a premier global
supply chain management company supporting
military and commercial operators and MROs with
new OEM parts, reliable repair management and
customized logistics services for the sustainment
of legacy aircraft and engines.
The US-based company is focused on continuing
to build relationships with new and existing
customers, exceeding their expectations with
tailored programs which meet their needs while
delivering high-quality service, superior reliability
and availability, and competitiveness.
Dr. Ahmed Metwalli, President, EMEA and
South America of Dynatech International, in this
interview to ARABIAN DEFENCE, talks about the
company’s journey since 1972, its presence around
the globe, participation in the upcoming World
Defense Show (WDS 2022) in Saudi Arabia and
other major initiatives.
Dr. Ahmed Metwalli
President, EMEA and South America
Dynatech International
Dynatech has been a premier global
supply chain management partner,
supporting military and commercial
operators and MROs. Could you talk
about the company’s success journey and
major achievements?
We are celebrating our 50th anniversary
in the Aerospace and Defense Aftermarket
business this year. The company was
established in 1972 and has been in
operation since then. It began as a small
company in Long Island, New York,
focusing on supporting military engines.
Later, the company continued to grow
and diversify. In 2011, it was acquired by
new owners, along with another company
in Florida, and the new owners combined
the two. Today, most of our operations
are conducted in Fort Lauderdale, Florida
facility. We still have a facility in New
York, where we have a sales and customer
support team.
We focus on the sustainment of the
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legacy fleets – airframe and powerplant –
of a large number of Air Forces worldwide.
We also support the MROs who perform
the repair and overhaul of these fleets.
We are very good at offering tailored
material management solutions to meet
specific customer requirements. We work
with our customers to develop their fleet
sustainment programs. We don't tell them,
“Here is what you need”; we offer cost
competitive solutions to improve fleet
operational readiness rate.
We have a very long and successful track
record in contractual provisioning of spares
and repairs. In this context, “contractual”
is an operative word for us because the
aftermarket industry has evolved and
changed in the past decade.
In the last few years, we have been
very successful in transitioning from
the transactional procurement support
method to the strategic partner acquisition
process. This required a culture shift in

the way we do business where the focus
is on relationships, on contractual terms,
on performance metrics, competitiveness,
delivery time, and quality requirements,
instead of the traditional ad-hoc support
model. This model demands that you
invest in the program because you have
“skin in the game”. We believe that this
is a good development in our industry; it
requires a paradigm shift by the customer
and the supplier in managing the business.
The transition from the ad-hoc to
contractual method means more than just
a flow of goods and services from supplier
to the customer. It requires strong program
management, significant investment in
resources, teaming relationships, and
mutual commitment. Many customers are
adopting the strategic partner acquisition

process instead of the transactional
procurement process to reduce and
eliminate inefficiencies and unproductive
activities. Additionally, the strategic
partner model reduces the procurement
cost for the customer and increases
workforce productivity.
Dynatech has long relationships with
international military operators and MROs,
focusing on military aircraft and engines,
particularly F100, T56, C-130, and F-16.
Could you talk about the support you
provide in Defence sector?
As I mentioned earlier, we focus on the
sustainment of a handful of widely used
legacy military aircraft and engines; we call
these “our focus platforms”. We offer our
customers integrated, value-added supply
chain products and services through four
lines of business (LOBs): Parts Provisioning,
OEM Distribution, Repair Management,
and Logistic Services.
All of our long-term programs are
with end users directly: MROs and fleet
operators – both military and commercial.
Most of our fleet management programs,
whether for the support of the F100,
T56, PT6, and J85 or the C-130, F-16,
F-5, UH-60 or Beechcraft, require
the provisioning of spares, repairs and
overhauls, and various levels of technical
support and logistic services. In many of
these programs, and to ensure customer
requirements are fully met, we team with
“best-in-class” companies who have
special expertise to provide our customers
with the most competitive, responsive and
dependable solutions. Often, we team
with the OEMs where we have strong
presence and long-term relationship with
the customer.
How strong and diverse are the
operations of the company’s MRO
division? Who all are the major customers?
You might ask me why would a customer
come to us instead of going to a repair
station directly? Most independent repair
stations (other than the OEMs) who focus
on the repair of accessories are relatively
small MROs. Some may not have the
resources and capabilities to meet all the
repair needs of the customers. Some may
not have the financial means to meet
customer payment terms or to carry
large receivables. Some may not have the
infrastructure to effectively handle ITAR
requirements.
Dynatech has these resources and
capabilities and, therefore, offers the

customer a single, reliable source for his
repair and overhaul requirements. The
customer doesn't have to go and manage
a half a dozen sources for the repair of
components. We serve as the Integrated
Prime Vendor (IPV); we manage the entire
repair process from receipt to delivery of
the repaired item.

platforms” and covers all systems,
components and accessories of the
aircraft and engine. Our customer base
includes major MROs and numerous
military operators in Asia, Europe, the
Middle East, Africa, and South America.
We are currently expanding our repair
management services in North America.

We are responsible for the vendor
selection and approval, for vendor quality
management, and for schedule and cost
integrity. We provide visibility in all the
stages of the repair process. We submit
weekly reports to the customer. We track
the progress throughout the repair cycle.
We resolve technical issues; we also
manage the warranty so that the customer
is completely worry free. Basically, we
offer a single-source solution with the
best value, highest quality, and most
competitive pricing for the customer.
Our fleet repair management portfolio
includes the support of our “focus

How does the company associate with
OEM providers?
Most of our long-term programs as
well as the non-contractual business
require OEM parts. We are the exclusive
distributor for a handful of original
equipment manufacturers. We stock
and provide new OEM parts including
consumables,
expendables,
ground
support equipment, etc. Our portfolio
of OEM distributions is quite robust and
we are growing it. We team with some
of the OEMs on contractual programs in
countries where the OEMs choose not to
support directly.
Another fact we are proud of is our
ability to provide 24/7 response to our
customer’s requirements. We offer creative
and customized solutions to improve the
supportability of their legacy platforms,
many of which are out of production. We
are agile and flexible and we focus on a
handful of aircraft and engines, so we are
able to be very responsive and provide
greater support. We also have in-house
subject matter experts (SMEs) to address
customer technical requirements “on
demand”.
Because of these attributes, we have
been quite successful in forging strategic
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partnerships with our customers in support
of their legacy fleets.
Our business portfolio includes long-term
agreements and contracts in Portugal,
Romania, Algeria, Tunisia, Saudi Arabia,
Korea, Thailand, Taiwan and the US. We
are proud of the company we keep and
appreciate the confidence our customers
have in us.
Dynatech coordinates and arranges
onsite training for engine and airframe
repair and maintenance. What are the
training services offered by Dynatech?
Through our teaming relationships with
“best-in-class” companies, we offer onsite
training, both classroom and on-the-job
training. Our business model combines
state-of-the-art technology with the most
experienced subject matter experts (SMEs)
in the industry. We developed our fleet
asset sustainment programs to include,
in addition to spares and repairs, logistic
services. These services include: inventory
and material management, technical and
engineering services, and depot level
maintenance. We have F-100, C-130,
T56, F-5 SMEs on our staff who deal
directly with our customer personnel.
What are the objectives and priorities of
the company in the coming years?
Our strategic priorities include growing
our long-term contracts with select
customers. We are targeting additional
customers in the regions where we are
strong.
We are focusing on:
• Expanding our repair management
line of business to include adding new
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customers and establishing a robust
exchange pool of rotables in support of
select engines.
• Growing our partnerships and
teaming relationships with the OEMs
and companies with specialized subject
matter expertise to add more value to our
sustainment programs.
• Expanding our portfolio of product
and value-added services through select
acquisitions.
• And above all, maintaining our laser
sharp focus on customer satisfaction. I
always say, “you are as good as your last
delivery”.
If you falter in delivering the product on
time, you are not going to maintain that
business. Customer Service is our priority.
Ours is a “customer first” culture, and
this is how we operate. We want to make
sure that once we sign a contract with a
customer, we can keep him as a preferred
customer, a partner for the long term. We
have a high-performance team of the best
professionals in the industry to support our
customers.
What are the highlights of your
participation at World Defense Show
2022? Could you talk about your
operations in Saudi Arabia and the Middle
East?
Saudi Arabia is home to two of our
top customers whose relationship with
Dynatech is strategic because of the
important role they play in the defense
of the Kingdom. We are participating in
the World Defense Show (WDS 2022) to
confirm our commitment and appreciation
to these customers, and to the Kingdom of

Saudi Arabia.
We have long-term, preferred supplier
relationships with the Middle East
Propulsion Company (MEPC) in Riyadh
and with the Aircraft and Accessories
Company (AACC) in Jeddah. MEPC is the
leading military engine MRO in the Middle
East and we are very proud to be the
company’s strategic partner. As a Depot,
it is responsible for the maintenance and
overhaul of all the military engines of the
Royal Saudi Air Force (RSAF) fleet.
MEPC provides an excellent example
of Saudization and “localization” in the
Kingdom, and we are pleased to be
a part of the progress Saudi Arabia is
making toward developing its Aerospace
and Defense industry. Likewise, AACC
provides spares and repairs of accessories
and components for all the RSAF aircraft.
MEPC focuses on engines; AACC focuses
on airframes.
With their expanding capabilities, the
growth of their skilled Saudi workforce,
and their professional and capable
management teams, MEPC and AACC
are indeed two of the cornerstones of the
Kingdom’s Vision 2030.
We are also strong outside of Saudi
Arabia. We have long-term business and
preferred supplier agreements in Algeria,
Tunisia, the UAE, and Jordan. We expect
to add Egypt and Morocco to our customer
base in 2022.
We are excited to be celebrating our
50th year in business at the World Defense
Show, and to be a part of the development
and growth of the defense industry in
Saudi Arabia.
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Flygas Aims to Expand
Footprints in UAV Industry
Flygas was founded in year 2002 and since
then it has been specializing in the production
of tuning kits for Rotax 912/914 engine series
and high-performance aircraft engines. Most
of efforts of the Flygas now are focused
on projecting the company into the rising
market of the UAVs industry as an engine
and componentry manufacturer. This could
also be a great occasion for the company to
expand its footprint and increase the market
share. To achieve this, the development of
improved versions of the GAS418 engine
is what takes the highest priority at the
moment, said Stefano Gamberini, Technical
Director and Owner, Flygas Engineering, who
has a wide experience in engine components
design and engine management. In an
interview with Arabian Defence, he talks
about the company’s latest operations.
Stefano Gamberini
Technical Director and Owner
Flygas Engineering

Could you give us an overview of the
company’s portfolio of products and
services?
Flygas was founded in year 2002
and since then it has been specializing
in the production of tuning kits for
Rotax 912/914 engine series and highperformance aircraft engines. We have a
wide experience in engine components
design and engine management. This was
gained in the previous working experiences
in the field of race cars, which started at
the very beginning of the nineties. Every
product sold by Flygas is entirely designed
and manufactured in Italy.

EFI kit
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What are the major achievements of
Flygas in the UAV industry?
Flygas’ major contribution to the UAV

connection between the crankshaft and
the supercharger impeller. The installation
of a mechanically driven supercharger has
then a stabilizing effect on the engine.
Last but not least, the installed weight of
the supercharger is less than 10kg.

Supercharger kit Rotax912

Who are the main customers of Flygas?
How strong is your export business?
Flygas kits are sold in every parts of
the world, in particular in the European
and North American regions. There are
also some customers in Africa, South
America, Mexico, and Australia too. In
general, the most sought-after kit of our
production is the supercharger kit. In fact,
people contacting us always would like to
obtain more power from the Rotax engine
installed in their aircraft. The supercharger
kit we offer is our answer to this need.
industry is the perhaps the development of
the GAS418S engine. This is a 4-cylinder
boxer engine with a displacement of around
1.8L. Its dimensions are very compact (638
x 664 x 443 cm) and also dry weight is
kept under 85kg. Nonetheless, the power
output is rated at 180hp @5800RPM,
bringing the power to weight ratio to
around 2.2 hp/kg. The engine comes
standard with electronic fuel injection
system and mechanical supercharger to
improve altitude capabilities. Also, an
experimental version of the engine with
a double stage mechanical supercharger
named GAS418HA is currently under
development. Finally, it has to be remarked
that the GAS418S engine was developed
in two versions, one for the traditional
horizontal axis mounting and the other
one specifically developed to work in
vertical position to increase the versatility.
What are the main features of the
Supercharger systems offered by Flygas?
When comparing this system to
a traditional turbo kit, first of all,
some advantages in terms of engine
thermodynamics can be noticed. The
mechanically-driven supercharger does
not produce any kind of backpressure
on the exhaust. Combustion chamber
temperatures are thus kept low with
evident benefits in terms of knocking
risk. Then, with the increase of the flight
altitude the air becomes less dense, forcing
the expansion ratio of the exhaust gas
turbine to increase. It will reach a point
where the turbine has to be discharged due
to overspeed danger. Well, this condition is
absent in superchargers. The transmission

ratio could be tuned to provide the engine
with the correct amount of air for every
regime. From the point of view of the
engine dynamics the overall flywheel mass
of the engine is increased due to the direct

How do you look the market in the
Middle East and GCC? Could you talk
about the operations in the region?
Currently, our operation in that region
as well as our customers there are very

GAS418S vertical installation prototype on test bench
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gas418

GAS418 Supercharger
limited in number. We are planning to
expand our horizons also in that direction
and we rely on marketing occasions like
the one we have been offered here to
let people know more about us and our
products.
How strong are the company’s R&D
and production capabilities? Could you
shed some light onto your distribution
network?
Flygas is still a small company.
Nonetheless, almost all mechanical parts
of kits and engines we do is designed and
produced in house. The remaining ones
are produced from our Italian trusted
providers on the basis of our drawings. We
achieved a very high quality level of our
production thanks to the use of advanced
CNC machines and our R&D capability
allow us to autonomously design all
components needed. We only commission
to other companies the castings and
the machining operations requiring the
highest precision.

Mech fuel pump kit installed

Mech fuel pump kit
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Does Flygas participate at Word Defense
Show 2022?
Unfortunately, Flygas chose not to
participate in this edition of the World
Defence Show. This is a critical period for
our company as we are busy with lots of
important orders. We did not have time to
properly organize our participation to any
event.
What the major objectives and
challenges ahead for the company? Could
you share with us your vision and priorities
for the company?
Most of efforts of the Flygas now are
focused on projecting the company
into the rising market of the UAVs
industry as an engine and componentry
manufacturer. This could also be a great
occasion for the company to expand its
footprint and increase the market share.
To achieve this, the development of
improved versions of the GAS418 is what
takes the highest priority at the moment.

India’s Trusted Leader in
Furniture Hardware
Ebco was founded in 1963 as a Tool
Room and subsequently diversified
into furniture hardware and has
ever since become India's leading
manufacturer in the industry. The
company’s strengths include a range of
core competencies in manufacturing,
an ever widening product range,
stringent quality standards, affordable
prices and an all-india distribution
network. In an interview with Arabian
Defence, Geoffrey Nagpal, Managing
Director, Ebco Pvt. Ltd., talks about the
company’s operations and business.
Ashley Nagpal
Technical Director, Ebco

Geoffrey Nagpal
Managing Director, Ebco
products and services offered by the
company? How much vast is your
distribution network?
We diversified into Furniture Fittings
in 1987 and have since become India’s
leading hardware brand with three plants
manufacturing a large range of hardware
items for office, home furniture fittings
bed ,wardrobe fittings & accessories,
kitchen systems & accessories etc. We
have an all India distribution network with
30 distributors covering every state and
supplying to over 4500 retail outlets.
Nishant Nagpal
Procurement Director, Ebco
Founded in 1963 as a Tool Room, Ebco
has diversified into furniture hardware
and has ever since become India’s leading
manufacturer in the industry. What are
the major milestones in the company’s sixdecade journey?
The company was started as a Tool Room
in 1963 later growing into component
manufacturer in 1965. The first Ordnance
Factory item - 7.62 Link Cartridge Metallic
Belt - was developed in 1968 and since
then over 1 billion numbers have been
manufactured subsequently. Links for
all sizes of rounds including the 12.7mm,
23mm & 30mm were developed. The old
plant was shifted to Vasai with a much
larger space in 2010. The Palghar plants
were built in 1988 & 2003.
Could you talk about the range of

Ebco’s strengths include a range of
core competencies in manufacturing and
stringent quality standards. Could you
elaborate?
Our core competency lies in the
development and mass production of
critical, sheet metal components having
load-deflection
specifications,
like
cartridge links. We have in-house R&D,
state-of-the-art design department, a
world class Tool Room with manufacturing
facilities and an independent quality
control department with its own testing
lab. We have used these skills to also
develop several thousand furniture
hardware products over the last 35 years.
Could you talk about the production
capabilities of the company? Could you
share the details of the warehousing and
manufacturing plants?
Ebco manufactures all its press tools,

injection and die cast moulds. We have
three independent manufacturing plants
with pressing and assembly automation
facilities situated in Vasai and Palghar,
with over a 100 power presses going up
to 160 Ton capacity. We have our own
in-house heat treatment and phosphating
plants. We are certified in three standards;
ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and ISO45001
for quality management, environmental
management and organizational health
and safety management. We have
five warehouses and a sixth is under
construction.
How do you make use of latest design
and manufacture technologies?
Ebco is a responsible software compliant
company. We have the latest design
software for 2D design as well as 3D
solid modelling. Computer Aided Design
gets converted into Computer Aided
Manufacturing. Our Tool Room has
several CNC machines for milling, turning,
sparking erosion, wire cutting and laser
cutting. These machines have the latest
high speed features without compromising
on accuracy and degree of complication.
How strong are the company’s export
operations? What are the products on
export and who are the major clients?
We have exported different sizes of Link
Cartridge Metallic Belts. Hardware export
is also there to Italy, UAE, and Sri Lanka
etc.
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L3Harris’ JV to Further Strengthen Saudi’s
Local Supply Chain, Military Capabilities
US-based L3Harris Technologies is an agile global
aerospace and defence technology innovator,
delivering end-to-end solutions that meet
customers’ mission-critical needs. The company
provides advanced defence and commercial
technologies across space, air, land, sea and cyber
domains.
For more than 50 years, L3 Harris has provided
the most advanced capabilities to the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia in areas such as ISR Aircraft,
communication systems and advanced sensor
systems. Saudi Arabian Military (SAMI) and L3
Harris have formed a Joint Venture.
In an interview with Arabian Defence, Charles
R. “CR” Davis, Lt Gen USAF (ret), Vice President,
L3Harris International, and Vice Chair of the board
of directors of SAMI-L3Harris JV, said that the JV
will unlock exciting opportunities for the Transfer
of Technology (ToT) and expertise to Saudi Arabia.

Charles R. “CR” Davis, Lt Gen USAF (Retd)
VP, L3Harris International, & Vice Chair, SAMI-L3Harris JV
maritime domains, in line with SAMI’s
mandate to support the goals of Vision
2030.

Saudi Arabian Military Industries (SAMI)
and US-based L3Harris Technologies, one
among the world’s top aerospace and
defence firms, have formed a landmark
joint venture (JV). Could you explain the
significance of the JV?
The new joint venture with Saudi
Arabian Military Industries is established
to support localisation of L3Harris world
leading aerospace and defence capabilities
in support of Saudi Arabia’s armed and
security forces – the first U.S. defence
company to establish such a partnership in
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
The launch of the JV, which encompasses
the entire L3Harris Technologies portfolio

of capabilities, was initiated through
signing a Joint Venture Agreement (JVA)
by His Excellency Ahmed Al-Khateeb,
Chairman of SAMI, and Christopher E.
Kubasik, CEO of L3Harris Technologies,
at the Paris Air Show in June 2019. The
JV achieved its commercial registration
in August 2020 and is SAMI’s first fully
operationalised Saudi-U.S. partnership.
Initially, what is the main focus area of
the joint venture?
The collaboration creates a path for the
localisation of L3Harris’ world-leading
communication, sensor, and integrated
mission systems for the land, air, and

In subsequent years, which all would be
the areas of cooperation between SAMI
and L3Harris?
The scope of the joint venture will
expand to include prime contractor
responsibilities for integrated mission
systems and platforms to include ISR,
aeronautical,
C4ISR
and
maritime
capabilities, leveraging robust local
industry partnerships. Together, we aim
to collaborate in areas, including transfer
of production, transfer of technology,

Ebco’s manufacturing operations have
been designed to have the least impact
on the environment. Could you shed more
light onto this?
Ebco has been ISO 14001 certified
for the last 7 years. We have our own
Rain Water Harvesting installations with

500,000 litres installed capacity for
drinking purposes. We have our own
Effluent Treatment Plants to treat all Liquid
and Gaseous emissions. 96% of our water
is recycled. All waste, like paper, plastic,
oil, metal and alloy scrap is segregated
and recycled. Any hazardous waste is

disposed through a Govt. accredited waste
disposal agency. We have solar generation
in all three manufacturing plants with an
installed capacity of 500 kwp.
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local industry supply chain integration and
research and development programs in
approved technologies.
Saudi Arabia has set a target of localising
more than 50% of military equipment
spending by 2030. How would the JV
enable the Kingdom achieve this target?
This joint venture unlocks exciting
opportunities for the Transfer of
Technology (ToT) and expertise to Saudi
Arabia. Our collaboration will further
strengthen the Kingdom’s local supply
chain and military capabilities, enable its
self-sufficiency, and create high-quality
career opportunities for skilled Saudi
citizens.
Even before the JV, L3Harris has been
carrying out business in the Kingdom for
several decades. How would the joint
venture affect this business?
For more than 50 years, L3Harris has

provided the most advanced capabilites to
the Kingdom in areas such as ISR Aircraft,
communicaiton systems and advanced
sensor systems.
Through the SAMI L3Harris joint
venture, we will be leveraging L3Harris’
leadership in technology innovation by
bringing IP into the JV and leveraging
established partnerships to transfer
current technologies and manufacturing
capacity into the Kingdom. Localisation
through the Joint Venture will also be a
critical part of any new programme. In
collaboration with SAMI and local industry
partners the joint venture will continue its
focus to enable a fully indigenous defence
capability to be realised as part of Vision
2030.
Could you tell us about the major
manufacturing facilities under the JV?
Saudi Arabia already has a world class
manufacturing capability in the Kingdom.

Saudi’s GACA Releases
Report on Performance
of Domestic,
International Airports

T

he General Authority of Civil Aviation
(GACA) issued its monthly report on the
performance of Saudi Arabia’s international
and domestic airports, for the month of January
2022.
The ranking is according to fourteen basic
performance criteria, and it comes in implementation
of the strategic directions aimed at improving
services provided to passengers, raising their level
and improving the passenger experience at the
Kingdom’s airports.
Prince Mohammed bin Abdulaziz International
Airport, Al-Jouf International Airport, and King Saud
Airport in Al-Baha ranked top in the report.
GACA followed the principle of transparency
towards evaluating the performance of the sector,
which is divided into three categories, starting with
the category of international airports, in which the
number of passengers exceeds 6 million passengers
annually.
In this category, Prince Mohammed bin Abdulaziz
International Airport in Madinah ranked first with
a commitment rate of 82%, while King Abdulaziz
International Airport in Jeddah came in second
with a commitment rate of 73%, and King Fahd
International Airport in Dammam followed in third
place with a commitment rate of 64%, while King
Khalid International Airport in Riyadh came in fourth
with a commitment rate of 64%.

It is the intent of the JV to enhance this
established indigenous capability not by
duplicating it, but by bringing even more
advanced technologies to the Kingdom
which can be produced at these facilities.
In addition, the JV will work with local
supply chain partners to help them
become qualified within L3Harris vast
supplier base.
Apart from supplying products and
services to the Kingdom, are there export
plans for the JV?
The SAMI L3Harris JV is intended not
only to be a partner for localisation of
systems for the Kingdom, but to develop
capabilities which can be further exported
from the Kingdom to allies and partner
countries. As the JV helps to develop and
localise such “Made in Saudi” capabilities,
we believe the export market, with all
required approvals, will represent a major
growth opportunity for the JV.

The Estonian company Englo LLC
offers to you:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

blasting machines with hand generators
blasting machines with batteries
electric detonator line ohmmeters
blasting machines testers
vehicle crossing sensors for area protection
traffic counting and alarming
radiometers for alpha-, beeta- and gamma radiation

Please, visit us at our stand H1-J18 and we will
introduce to you our company and the devices what
we have brought here.
Englo LLC
www.englo.eu
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PBS UAV Turbojet Engines
on Display at WDS

Target Drone TJ150 Engine

Recognising that Saudi
Arabia‘s aerospace and
defence industries are
on the rise, PBS will
introduce its newest
member of the PBS TJ80
engine family – PBS
TJ80M turbojet engine
at the World Defense
Show.

T

he UAV market is growing fast,
and so is the share that target
drones hold in it. The expansion
of the market and advanced supersonic
missile threats also bring higher
requirements on turbojet engines. PBS, a
Czech aerospace manufacturer with more
than 50 years of experience, brings a new
variety of modified turbojet engines in
thrust categories from 400 to 1,500 N in
play to keep up with the ever-increasing
requirements.
PBS has achieved worldwide success
with its highly acclaimed TJ100 engine
which it has manufactured over 1,300
units – including more than 20 customer
modifications such as saltwater recovery,
extended time before overhaul (TBO),

fuel lubricated version – for manned
and unmanned applications in many
countries around the world since deliveries
commenced in 2004.
The PBS TJ150 turbojet, which adopts
a comparable diameter but incorporates
several enhancements including a new
turbine stage, bearing case, and an integral
radial-axial diffuser for increased output
of up to 1,500 N, is the most powerful
turbojet engine produced by PBS.
The latest addition to the PBS turbojet
engines portfolio has been the new PBS
TJ80 engine family characterised by high
development potential. The basic model
of this new development line, the PBS
TJ80 engine, was introduced in 2018, and
provided a 900 N thrust in a relatively

PBS TJ80M
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small body.
The newest member of the PBS TJ80
engine family is the PBS TJ80M turbojet
engine. This latest modification features an
increase in the engine's thrust by 33, from
900 to 1,200 Newtons, and a reduction in
the specific fuel consumption, while the
weight and outer diameter of 235 mm
of the basic engine model have remained
unchanged.
Within the frame of this project, a
new spark plug of only 18 mm height
was developed. The smaller installation
dimensions make the engine integration
easier. A new control algorithm has been
implemented in the ECU, which allows
full use of the engine's thrust potential
depending on the flight altitude. This
development gave rise to the engine,
which is currently the best engine in the
world in terms of thrust to outer radius
and weight.
Furthermore, PBS TJ80M is a 100%
"ITAR-free "propulsion unit, which makes
it a great choice for a wide range of
unmanned aerial applications.
The PBS TJ80M version represents the
second stage of the development program
of the PBS TJ80 jet family which also
includes the development of other specific
versions, for example the saltwater version
of the engine for landing in saltwater and
subsequent reuse.
PBS is a tier 1 supplier, which means that
more than 90% of parts and components
for its systems are manufactured and
tested in-house. PBS maintains active
communication with its key customers
that ensures constant operator feedback
as well as flight data acquisition from

PBS TJ150

PBS TJ150

PBS TJ80M

varied applications, enabling the company
to continuously revise engine design and
performance parameters and further
bolster its development abilities.
The company constantly develops new

versions of its engines responding to the
requirements of its customers. A good
example is a successful response to the
ever-increasing electrical demands of
UAV mission equipment by boosting the
electrical output generation capacity of
PBS engines.
PBS is a successful and reliable partner
to many significant aircraft manufacturers
and final assemblers. The unique ability
of PBS to design, develop, manufacture
and test small turbojet, turboprop, and
turboshaft engines, auxiliary power units
(APU), and environmental control systems
(ECS) in accordance with global aerospace
standards has greatly contributed to its
enduring success on the global market.
PBS recognises that Saudi Arabia's
aerospace and defence industries are
on the rise and would like to introduce
PBS at World Defense Show as a reliable
and trustworthy business and technical
partner. PBS' presence at this important
future-focused defence event should also
support the current business activities of
PBS in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
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Red Piranha Looking to do
More Business in Asia
Red Piranha has been building and deploying
defence-grade security solutions since 2018
and has been working with the Australian
defence sector for much of that time. It is part
of Team Defence Australia, which makes Red
Piranha a licensed Defence Exporter
Australia-based Red Piranha is a cybersecurity
products and services company which has
a global presence servicing large and small
clients and partners across multiple industry
sectors.
Ahead of the World Defense Show in Saudi
Arabia, Adam Bennett, Founder and CEO, Red
Piranha, spoke to Arabian Defence. He said
Red Prianha has a close affinity with the Asia
region, and the company is looking to do more
business, especially once the pandemic eases.
He added that they are planning to grow their
team further in India and are looking forward
to doing much more in the country. The
company has partners in the Middle East.
Adam Bennett
Founder and CEO, Red Piranha
Red Piranha is very active in the Australian defence ecosystem.
Could you tell us more about this involvement?
Red Piranha has been building and deploying defence-grade
security solutions since 2018 and has been working with the
Australian defence sector for much of that time. We are proud
members of Team Defence Australia, which makes us a licensed
Defence Exporters. Our products feature in the Australian
Defence Sales Catalogue and have won finalist awards for Cyber
Security Business of the Year.
We are DISP certified, and provide solutions and advice on
gaining certification, along with the cyber capability to secure
an organisation’s place within Australian Defence ecosystem.
This requires several security outcomes that must be met to
maintain membership and supply endorsement. Red Piranha’s
security platform, Crystal Eye, and our strategic ownership along
the entire cyber security value chain, allows us to provide a fullstack solution with on-demand access to our village of specialist
security resources. For our clients, this takes the pain and cost out
of achieving assurance through programs like DISP certification.
As one among the only two Australian cyber security companies
who are part of Team Australia Defence, Red Piranha enjoys
numerous export opportunities for its products such as Crystal
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Eye XDR. What are the firm’s major export products and who are
the important customers?
We predominantly work with the second tier supply chain, which
is where we see critical gaps that need to be addressed. Many
know they need to improve their capabilities, but simply don’t
have the resources of primary suppliers that require assurances.
For an organisation to put an effective security programme
in place, it typically takes significant expertise just to make the
different components work together.
This leaves less resources for actually carrying out threat
containment, let alone governance. So, on top of that integration,
organisations still need to hire all the specialists that carry out
the vulnerability testing, digital forensics, as well as find people
who understand threat intelligence gathering techniques and
technologies.
This is where the Crystal Eye XDR platform and the eCISO®
programme come in. One provides full-stack integration and
rapid deployment of threat capabilities, while the other sures
up governance measures through a defined methodology
that can be adapted to any given quality standard or industry
framework. Simply put, we address essential controls like training,
network segmentation, access control, incident response,
vulnerability testing, and monitoring, so that this becomes their

base camp. From there it is about maturing defensive
capabilities relative to the customer’s risks and assurance
requirements.
Red Piranha has taken part in the ASEAN Cyber Security
Mission. Could you give details?
Working with both Austrade and the Australian
Defence Force, we have been on numerous cyber security
missions over the last few years. More were planned
but as everyone understands the pandemic has posed a
range of logistical problems. Prior to the pandemic, we
participated in trade missions to both Singapore and
Indonesia and were a part of the free-trade proceedings
between Indonesian and Australian governments.
This year we look forward to the many ASEAN cyber
security missions scheduled across Malaysia, Singapore,
Qatar, India, Japan, and more.
Among the crucial roles of Red Piranha, one is related to
the Henderson Alliance. Could you elaborate?
The Henderson Alliance is predominantly centered
around Western Australia’s shipbuilding industry. The
industry builds nearly a quarter of the ships for the US.
The alliance is an agglomerated economy comprised of
small and medium enterprise suppliers that manufacture
for the defence sector. It is predominantly naval, but now
also in aviation.
Being a part of the Alliance ourselves, allows us to
not only work with defence primes, but right across the
supply chain, which is the most important thing, for
when it comes to security you are only as strong as your
weakest link. Essentially, you need assurance all the way
down. It is an interesting ecosystem with diverse use
cases that must be carefully considered.
Red Piranha has a technology partnership with Downer
Defence. What are the major developments in this
regard?
We now have over 400 partners worldwide and have
seen a 600% increase in partner activation over the last
six months, which is a trajectory we believe will continue.
Largely because we have a world-leading security
platform that uniquely facilitates human-machine
teaming to solve a lot of pain points that organisations
face when implementing cybersecurity. So, as you can
imagine, there is a lot of interest.
Could you tell us more about Red Piranha’s functions in
the D.Start Ignite programme?
The programme was initiated by the Department
of Defence and the Defence Science and Technology
Group (DSTG). We are the first non-academic institution
to enter the program, which is a great achievement
and undertaking that has afforded us special insight
into the defence ecosystem. We are very proud of our
collaborative efforts while working on defence science
projects coming out of Australia.

In addition to defence, Red Piranha caters to sectors such as education,
financial services and health. What are the major products for these
sectors?
The sectors vary as they have different frameworks for governance,
risk, and compliance. Like CPS 234 for banking and HIPAA for
healthcare. In these types of situations, the platform we provide allows
for flexibility when deploying and continually improving capabilities to
meet the different security requirements and outcomes that are needed
from different compliance frameworks.
The Australian Signal Directorate’s Essential 8 for example, has very
specific requirements and controls that must be met. Our solutions can
be deployed easily and are made to work with very different needs.
Apart from Australia, which are the places where Red Piranha has a
major presence, what are your plans for Asia and India?
We already have an office in India and one in Taiwan. We have
partners in the Middle East and places like Jordon and Dubai, Sri Lanka
and Singapore.
As you know, Red Piranha is based out of Perth, in Western Australia,
which is a time zone that allows us to work with our partners and
customers in Asia and India. We have a close affinity with the region,
and we are looking to do more business, especially once the pandemic
eases. We are planning to grow our team further in India and are looking
forward to doing much more there. Notwithstanding this, is the new
defence ties between Australia and India, which are encouraging, and
we hope to be able to do more as that partnership deepens.

ENGINEERING

GAS418HA
180hp@5800rpm
Dry weight 82kg

❖
❖

UAV Engines design and manufacturing
Rotax 912/914 performance kits

Rotax 912 Supercharger kit
145hp@5800rpm
Dry weight 65kg

www.flygas.info  Bologna  Italy
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Englo to Showcase its Latest
Military, Mining Products at WDS
Estonia’s Englo LLC develops, designs and
manufactures intelligent electromechanical devices
for civil and road construction, mining, military,
safety and security, environmental and other
applications.Englo combines engineering depth,
superior performance and operational focus to
deliver breakthrough solutions to help customers
execute difficult and challenging tasks efficiently and
accurately.
Its industry leading products are flexible, compact
and easy to use, with focus on performance, quality
and reliability. Englo’s diverse product portfolio
provides a single stop for different project challenges
and customer needs.
Ahead of the World Defense Show in Saudi Arabia,
Englo’s CEO Karin Punning talks about the company’s
achievements over the years, its products, services,
and what to expect from the company at WDS , and
more in this interview.
Mrs. Karin Punning
CEO, Englo LLC
Englo has been a pioneer in making
electromechanical devices for diverse
fields. What are the major achievements
over the years?
Our company Englo LLC was established
in 1991, immediately after Estonia
regained its independence. There was
a need for all kinds of devices and for
different areas of life. It was an exciting
time. We had an opportunity to choose
what we would like to design and produce,
where the demand was really utmost.
But, certainly to keep in mind what

Blasting machine with antistatic
plastic walls
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area would be more suitable for our
experiences and skills. Still, after some
years from this very wide market arose
two main customer groups, e.g. military &
mining and building & road construction.
And, so it is even at the moment. But these
experiences that we have received from
R&D of very different devices are really
invaluable and have encouraged us to
keep going. The companies like us had to
grow together with our state growing.
From the very beginning our intention
was not to deal with import and resell
but to sell internally developed and
manufactured products. This objective we
have followed since then, over 30 years
of activities and we don’t regret it. It has
allowed us to stay innovative, to really
listen to our customer requirements and
quickly react to the market needs.
Could you talk about the military
production arm of the company? What are
the products in the sector?
For the military we have produced the
devices almost from the very beginning.
Due to the fact that earlier we were
involved in R&D and production of the
devices for chemical analysis we had no
connection with military production. We
had many challenges waiting for us but
we were brave enough to get involved

in this area. Quite the first task besides
developing the mine detector was to
design and produce the vehicle crossing
detector and in one month. The curiosity
and the knowledge of physics were of
great help to manage with that task in
time.
You may see here at World Defense
Show (WDS 2022) our
latest model of
vehicle crossing sensors MAMBA which is
really a good help in areas of surveillance
and protection. In addition you may see
here the vehicle counting/alarming sensor
KLL-3B, a perfect assistant to inform
you in time about the unwanted vehicles
coming to your territory.
In addition, our portfolio includes a wide
array of blasting machines and line testers

Handheld metal detector

of the gasses in the mines. Our blasting
machines MARS-3 and line testers OOM4 are widely used in oil shale mining.
And certainly the radiation measuring
devices to detect the radiation caused
either by the radon gas or coming from
some mineral underground resources.

Blasting machine MARS-3
for different requirements, from a small
lightweight PONGO to the very powerful
BART-2 with 1250V firing voltage. Some
blasting machines are battery operated
and some are hand cranked, which can be
very useful in some situations. The blasting
machines come with a full suite of control
and safety features. All of our available
products can be found on www.englo.eu
Could you share with us the range of
products and services the company offers
in the mining sector?
Many of our blasting machines can also
be used in the mining sector. The main
task for the R&D of the blasting machines
for mining is to guarantee the blasting
security, e.g. not to cause premature
blasting nor the after-blasting explosion

Stationary device road roughness measuring

Walking profilometer

Through key quality performance
measures and objectives, Englo remains
focused on quality assurance and
continuously improving its organisational
performance and capabilities. Could you
talk about the quality standards of the
company?
The quality management of Englo LLC
complies with the requirements of the
standard ISO 9001:2015. Our main task
is to develop and produce the devices that
correspond to the directives, demands or
regulations needed for the use of these
devices in a certain area. It isn’t an easy
task as probably everybody has noticed.
Not to mention the cost of these tests,
the most difficult task is to find the
institutions capable of performing these
tests. In our product line there isn’t any
device that couldn’t be tested. We test our
devices everywhere around the EU.
How strong is the company’s R&D
division?
Many of our engineers have been with

Blasting machine tester for MARS-3
us from the very beginning and our full
team is very well experienced in all our
target market directions. Thanks to them
the R&D and prototyping of new devices
is going on all the time and so it has lasted
all these 30 years. As we say the brain
couldn’t rest, the new tasks keep you
alive and new achievements give you the
meaning of life. The new solutions will be
going up and down until you find the right
one which makes your life exciting.
Could you talk about the highlights of
your participation at the World Defense
Show 2022 in Saudi Arabia? How do
you look at the expo as a platform to
make new partnerships and find business
opportunities?
We know that participation in the expo
is of great importance otherwise you will
be forgotten. To get introduced to the
new development areas, new directions,
to show our devices to the visitors and
customers, to introduce them in person
has a high impact. We are waiting to see
this nice country and be one among you
all in the World Defense Show 2022.

The mine detector (mentioned in the text as one of our
first R&D devices
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“DIMDEX Developed Qatar’s
Domestic Defence Industry”
More than 200 international companies from nearly 70
countries as well as members of Qatar’s growing domestic
defence industry will showcase their unique products and
capabilities at the Doha International Maritime Defence
Exhibition and Conference (DIMDEX 2022) from March 21-23
at the Qatar National Convention Centre (QNCC).
The organising committee of DIMDEX 2022 is leaving no
stone unturned in order to make this world-class exhibition a
grand success.
Staff Brigadier (Sea) Abdulbaqi Al-Ansari, Chairman of
DIMDEX 2022, in this interview said that a record number of
15-20 warships will be participating in the event.
Talking about the event’s success over the years, he said
DIMDEX is one of the primary catalysts for the speedy growth
of Qatar’s indigenous defence and security sector, and added
that the organisers would strive to sustain the momentum
generated by previous editions through DIMDEX 2022 and
future editions.
Brigadier (Sea) Abdulbaqi Al-Ansari
Chairman of DIMDEX 2022
With just a few weeks to go until the
start of DIMDEX 2022, what is the current
status of preparations for the event?
The organising committee of DIMDEX is
working hard to put the finishing touches
on preparations for the much-awaited
seventh edition of the event that will
be held from March 21-23 at the Qatar
National Convention Centre (QNCC). The
unbridled enthusiasm shown by exhibitors
and sponsors, both domestic and
international, prove that we are on track
for yet another epoch-making edition.
Even though we are still a few weeks
away from the event, over 95% of the
space has already been taken. More
than 200 international companies from
nearly 70 countries as well as members
of Qatar’s growing domestic defence
industry will showcase their unique
products and capabilities at DIMDEX
2022, thus providing a window into the
latest innovations in the field of maritime
defence and security. Ten countries China,
Italy, France, Germany, Turkey, USA,
Canada, UK, Australia, and Pakistan –
will have their own pavilions at the event.
Three countries – Pakistan, Croatia, and
South Korea – will be participating for the
first time in the exhibition. In addition to
the impressive line-up of countries that will
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have exhibitors at the event, more than 80
VIP delegations will attend DIMDEX 2022
to represent their respective countries.
With the complexity of modernday defence challenges increasing
exponentially and defence interoperability
becoming a norm, various branches of
Qatar Armed Forces – Qatari Emiri Naval
Forces, Qatar Emiri Airforce, Qatar Emiri
Air Defence Forces, as well as the Qatar
General Directorate of Coasts and Borders
Security will showcase their capabilities at
DIMDEX 2022, thereby gaining access to
new and emerging defence technologies.
Precautionary measures in compliance
with Qatar’s COVID-19 policies and
regulations will be strictly enforced to
ensure the smooth and safe conduct of
the event.
You have been associated with the event
for a significant period. How satisfied are
you with the way DIMDEX has grown
over the years?
We have indeed come a long way since
the inaugural edition. In 2008, we had
85 exhibitors. That number has grown in
every edition; in 2018, we had over 180
exhibitors. For DIMDEX 2022, we expect
more than 200 companies. The increase
in the number of exhibitors has much

to do with the fact that the event offers
greater scope for commercial success than
most other similar shows. We measure
progress not only in terms of the increase
in the number of exhibitors but also by
gauging the impact the event has had on
the country’s indigenous defence industry.
The impressive strides that the country’s
domestic defence companies have made
in recent years prove that DIMDEX has
been a resounding success on both counts.
We will strive to sustain the momentum
generated by previous editions through
DIMDEX 2022 and future editions.
What, in your opinion, has been the
impact of DIMDEX on Qatar’s domestic
defence and security sector? Do you think
local companies will benefit from the
upcoming edition?
I believe that DIMDEX is one of the
primary catalysts for the speedy growth
of Qatar’s indigenous defence and
security sector. Although one of the
world’s top importers of arms – according
to the Stockholm International Peace
Research Institute (SIPRI), Qatar’s arms
imports increased by 361% from 20162020 compared to the previous five-year
period. The country is firmly committed
to localisation of defence production.

Previous editions of the biennial event
have resulted in numerous collaborative
partnerships between domestic companies
and their international counterparts.
There have been intangible benefits
as well. The exposure and experience
domestic companies have gained from
being a part of such a prestigious event
have helped to raise their profile on the
international stage. Local companies
have also benefitted from the unlimited
opportunities for knowledge sharing that
the event provides. With Barzan Holdings,
the commercial gateway of the country’s
defence and security industry, playing a
major role at DIMDEX 2022 as Strategic
Partner and Gold Sponsor, I expect local
companies to experience major success,
during the event and in the future.
What are some of the new features of
DIMDEX 2022?
To start with, the exhibition area has
remarkably grown over the years and will
be landscaped over 35,000 sqm in the
upcoming edition. The vast show floor will
host the latest technological innovations
and solutions in addition to being a
comprehensive networking platform for
exhibitors, top military officials and other
key decision makers from Qatar and other
countries.
Judging by the variety of exhibitors that
have signed up for DIMDEX 2022, the
event will be the most diverse in terms of
the variety of products and capabilities
that will be on display. A wide range of
product showcases, including anti-piracy
systems, C5iSR systems, AI software,
Electronic Warfare and Intelligence,
autonomous systems, as well as advanced
weaponry such as precision-guided
munitions for naval, land and air forces will

be among the highlights of the upcoming
edition.
Participants can also expect to learn more
about defence interoperability solutions,
the buzzword in modern military circles.
Another key feature of the upcoming
edition is the Delegation Management
System (DMS), a comprehensive online
portal by which they can request face
to face meetings with VIP Delegations.
I expect DMS to substantially increase
exhibitors’ chances of commercial success.
What can visitors expect from the Middle
East Naval Commanders’ Conference
(MENC)?
The Middle East Naval Commanders’
Conference (MENC) is a not-to-bemissed component of DIMDEX as it plays
a major role in shaping the future course
of action against the innumerable threats
that confront the maritime domain.
The conference assumes additional
significance in the present scenario as
the threats that the domain has had to
face have multiplied in recent years, thus
endangering global trade and peace.
Experts are unanimous in their view
that of all the challenges that the
maritime sector faces, none is of greater
concern than asymmetric threats. At
the conference, which has “Resilience
in the Maritime Domain – Confronting
Asymmetric Threats” as its theme, a stellar
panel comprising global security experts,
doyens from academia, and leading
industry figures will attempt to come
up with globally acceptable solutions to
asymmetric threats. Top-level officials
and key decision makers from around
the world, including Ministers, Chiefs of
Navies, fleet commanders, as well as other
senior navy and maritime defence officials

are expected to attend the conference.
The visiting warships display is one of
the most popular segments of DIMDEX.
What is in store for visitors at the
upcoming edition?
The previous edition of DIMDEX
featured eight warships from seven
countries – the U.S., Pakistan, India, U.K.,
Bangladesh, Italy, and Oman. This time,
we expect to have 15-20 warships at
Hamad Port, the most at any one edition.
I am confident that visitors will welcome
the opportunity to explore warships and
learn from the leaders and crew about
their capabilities and technological
features. DIMDEX has hosted more than
80 warships across editions; we are keen
to grow this segment even more in future
editions.
Has the response from sponsors matched
your expectations?
Most definitely. Fittingly for an event
of such major international stature,
DIMDEX 2022 has attracted a glittering
array of sponsors. Barzan Holdings, which
promotes the growth of the Qatar’s
indigenous defence industry by facilitating
international collaborations, is Strategic
Partner of DIMDEX 2022 and also Gold
Sponsor. Leading shipbuilder Fincantieri
and missile systems developer MBDA
are returning as Diamond Sponsor and
Gold Sponsor respectively. Dukhan Bank
is Silver Sponsor while Mwani Qatar,
which manages the nation's seaports
and shipping terminals, has signed up as
Silver Sponsor. It is exciting to see that
the organising committee is still getting
queries from the industry about potential
sponsorship opportunities.
Finally, do you have any special message
for international exhibitors at DIMDEX
2022?
With the country’s military modernisation
programme being accorded top priority,
there will be plenty of opportunities for
established and new companies to partner
with Qatar on various projects. I therefore
expect exhibitors to showcase their full
array of new products and capabilities at
the upcoming edition. I am also optimistic
that the event will further speed up
the development of Qatar’s domestic
defence industry; I expect DIMDEX
2022 to help lay the framework for
growth by facilitating defence technology
transfer through joint ventures and other
collaborative partnerships.
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Rashtriya Metal Industries – A Leading Producer
of Brass Cups for Small Arm Ammunition

Balkrishna Binani
Managing Director
RMIL

R

ashtriya Metal Industries Limited
(RMIL) is engaged in the business
of manufacturing copper and
copper alloy strips, blanks/discs and cups.
The company has more than 75 years of
track record of operations in the copper
and copper alloy industry. RMIL was
promoted by late Mr. Bhawanidas Binani
and is now managed by his son, Mr.
Balkrishna Binani who has been associated
with the company since 1971, and has
more than four and half decades of
experience in the copper industry.
Balkrishna Binani is further ably supported
by a professional management team with
average industry experience of more
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than 30 years. The company’s products
find usage in Small Arms Ammunition,
Automobile, Coinage, Electrical, Cables
and Switchgears, Decorative, Locks,
Watch Manufacturing etc.
RMIL has established itself as one of
the largest manufacturers of copper and
copper alloy products in India.
The company started its operations
with a manufacturing facility in Andheri,
Mumbai. However, due to increasing order
book and with facility already running at
maximum level, the company decided to
expand its manufacturing capacity.
As the expansion was not possible in
the existing premises due to space and
size constraints, company decided to
set-up a new facility in Sarigam, Gujarat.
The facility in Mumbai was running till
2015 and was closed thereafter. The
company has a state-of-the-art in-house
manufacturing facility in Sarigam, Gujarat
with an installed capacity to produce
18,000 tonnes of strips per annum and
4800 MT of brass cups for small arms
ammunition.
The production capacity is being
enhanced to 24,000 MT of strips and
7200 MT of cups. The expansion is
expected to be completed by December
2022, said C.V. Subramanian , President of
the company.
In this direction, RMIL has already
created a separate press shop for

manufacture of brass cups and has been
adding machines to reach a capacity of
7200 MT. RMIL has been exporting cups
to various countries around the world in
South East Asia, Middle East, West Asia,
USA.
The company is an end-to-end producer
of strips and cups – starting from melting
of copper and Zinc, casting of coils, cold
rolling, annealing, pickling, slitting and
punching of cups.

C.V. Subramanian
President
RMIL
RMIL started manufacture and supply of
brass cups for supply to Indian ordinance
factories in 1992 and since then has
modernised and increased capacity of
brass cups to become the largest producer
of cups in India in the private sector and
also one of the world’s leading producer
and exporter of brass cups. This is because
of the stringent quality systems from
receipt of raw materials to the finished
product including packing and despatch.
The company manufacturers all calibres
of small arms ammunition – Case Cups
and Bullet Jacket cups in 9mm, 5.56mm,
0.223, 7.62mm, 0.338, 12.7 mm (0.50
Cal). The company has recently started
producing 20 mm cups for export markets.
RMIL is certified ISO 9001:2015, ISO
14001:2015, OHSAS 45001:2018 and
ITAF 16949 which demonstrates the
operational prowess of the company.

Helios & SynQor to Offer Comprehensive
Range of Power Conversion Solutions
The association between Helios Power Solutions Group and Synqor brings together the
expertise of two well-known players in the power conversion market thus offering local
technical support, design, and customization capabilities. Synqor’s innovative products
are designed to exceed the demanding performance, quality and reliability requirements
of today’s leading-edge power infrastructure hardware. The series of converters & filter
modules, as well as complete power systems, brings SynQor’s field-proven high-efficiency
synchronous-rectifier technology to the High-Spec Industry.

O

ver these decades,
Helios
Power
Solutions
has
been a leading supplier and
manufacturer
of
power
conversion solutions to various
vertical markets mainly with
harsh condition requirements
delivered with industry leading
service and support. Helios
has signed a partnership with
SynQor, a leading supplier of
power conversion solutions
to the avionics, railway,
industrial & medical markets,
to complement the company’s
comprehensive
range
of
power conversion solutions.
SynQor
is
a
leading
supplier of power conversion
solutions to the military
market. SynQor’s innovative
products are designed to
exceed
the
demanding
performance, quality, and
reliability requirements of
today’s leading-edge power
infrastructure
hardware.
The MilQor series of power
supplies and systems brings
SynQor’s field proven highefficiency
synchronousrectifier technology to the
Military industry. SynQor’s
products include Hi-Rel and
Commercial off the Shelf ACDC and DC-DC converters
and filters, Ruggedized UPSs,
Power Conditioners, Power
Inverters, and VPX power
supplies.
SynQor’s
Military-Grade
Uninterruptible Power Supply
units are designed for the
extreme
environmental
and demanding electrical

conditions
of
Military/
Aerospace
applications.
SynQor’s UPS incorporates
field proven high efficiency
designs and rugged packaging
technologies. This UPS will
accept a wide range of input
voltage and frequency values
while delivering a wellconditioned AC output to
the load. The use of lithium
polymer batteries permits
the lowest profile and lowest
weight solution in its power
class. It is designed and
manufactured in SynQor’s
USA facilities to comply
with a wide range of military
standards. Options include

two DC outputs, a DC input
rated for military 28 VDC
sources, and an electronic
breaker on the AC output to
permit fault-tolerant parallel
operation for higher power
and/or
N+M
redundant
systems.
SynQor’s MPC incorporates
field proven high efficiency
designs and rugged packaging
technologies. This MPC will
accept a wide range of input
voltage and frequency values
while delivering a wellconditioned AC output to the
load. Options include two DC
outputs, a DC input rated for
military 28 VDC sources, and

an electronic breaker on the
AC output to permit faulttolerant parallel operation for
higher power and/or N+M
redundant systems.
The MINV will accept a DC
input voltage (28V or 270V
options) while delivering a
well-conditioned AC output
to the load. Options include
a selection of output voltage
amplitudes, frequencies, and
an electronic breaker on the
AC output to permit faulttolerant parallel operation
for higher power and/or N+
M redundant systems. More
information is available at
www.heliosps.com

Military Power System Solutions

UPS

MINV

MPS

VPX

 Power 1250W / 1500VA 1U &

 DC Input:

 Power 4000W / 28Vdc
 3-Phase AC Input:

 3U: 500W total output power
 6U: 1000W and 800W total

 1U rack mount (17" x 19.6")
 Low weight — 25 lbs.
 Power factor correction at

 VITA 62 Compliant
 90% efficiency at full load
 Active current share

 Up to 8 units combined for

 MIL-STD-461F, MIL-STD-704,

 User I/O and Configuration

 Qualified to the most

Uninterruptible Power Supply Military Power Inverter
2500W / 3000VA 2U

 Dual Input (AC & DC)
 1U rack mount (17" x 21.6")
 Low Weight - 32 lbs.
 Hot-Swappable Battery
 Cold-start with No AC or DC
Input Connections

 Power Factor Correction at AC
Input

-28 model:
-180 model:

20-33(18-40)V
135-234V

 AC Output: 115Vac or 230Vac,
Single Phase or 3-Phase

 1U rack mount (17” x 22.4”)
 Low weight — 30 lbs.
 Pure sinusoidal AC output
 Up to 3 units combined for higher

power, voltage or 3-Phase AC output

 Ethernet, Communications and  User I/O, Configuration signal
Signal I/O ports

 Full Power Operation from
-20°C to +55°C

ports, and SNMP Network Port

 Full Power Operation from
-40°C to +55°C

Military Power Supply

80-265VAC; 47-65Hz

AC input

higher power
signal ports

Military Power Supplies

output power

through backplane

and MIL-STD-810G Compliant

stringent VITA-47 levels

 SNMP Network Port
 Full Power Operation from
-40°C to +55°C
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WDS: Rostec to Display T-90MS Battle
Tank, AK-15, AK-19 Assault Rifles
destruction of sheltered targets through high temperatures and
high pressures. A full salvo area of destruction is 40,000 square
meters.

R

ostec, Russia’s largest defence manufacturer will display
its range of products including T-90MS Battle Tank, TOS1A Heavy Flamethrower System, Upgraded Msta-S SelfPropelled 155 mm Howitzer, and others at the World Defence
Show.
Rostec delivers its products to more than 100 countries
worldwide. Almost a third of the company’s revenue comes from
the export of high-tech products.
The company’s portfolio includes renowned brands, such
as AvtoVAZ, KAMAZ, UAC, Russian Helicopters, UEC,
Uralvagonzavod, Shvabe, Kalashnikov, etc. Rostec partners with
leading global manufacturers, such as Boeing, Airbus, Daimler,
Pirelli and Renault.
At WDS, Rostec will display the following products.
T-90MS Battle Tank
The strong combat performance of the T-90MS tank is ensured
by its powerful weapons, advanced automatic fire controls, the
cutting-edge armour, and robust engine and transmission. The
T-90MS tank is equipped with the guided weapon system firing
up to 5 km and the automatic fire control. The guided weapon
system enables the tank commander or gunner to destroy targets
from a stationary position or on the move, day and night, under
poor visibility, using any types of ammunition, including those
with remote detonation.
TOS-1A Heavy Flamethrower System
This multiple rocket launcher is intended for fire support of units
and destruction of hostile manpower, including troops located
in heavily fortified shelters, as well as for disabling weapons and
equipment. It fires unguided thermobaric rockets which warrant

Upgraded Msta-S Self-Propelled 155 mm Howitzer
The upgraded self-propelled Msta-S howitzer is designed to
destroy artillery batteries and mortar units; tanks, anti-tank
weapons and other armoured vehicles; manpower and firepower,
command posts, anti-aircraft and anti-missile defenses and
electronic warfare; to demolish fortifications and other defensive
structures; and to prevent maneuvering reserves of enemy
infantry and tanks.
AK-15 Kalashnikov Assault Rifle
The AK-15 Kalashnikov assault rifle is an advanced small arms
weapon for both general and special-purpose units of the armed
forces or other governmental agencies. The Picatinny rail is
installed on the receiver cover to mount optical, collimator or
night sights of the user’s choice. There are removable Picatinny
rails at the weapon sides. The folding, length-adjustable buttstock
adjusts the weapon to the user’s anthropometrics.
AK-19 Kalashnikov Assault Rifle
The AK-19 Kalashnikov assault rifle is the latest export-intended
model designed for 5.56x45 mm cartridges. The Picatinny rail is
mounted on the receiver cover, forearm and gas tube trim. Other
options include a quick-detachable silencer, more Picatinny rails, a
40 mm under-barrel grenade launcher, and a knife bayonet.

PPK-20 Kalashnikov Submachine Gun
The PPK-20 Kalashnikov submachine gun is based on the
Vityaz-SN submachine gun, varying from it by lesser dimensions,
lower weight, the optional quick-detachable silencer and flame
suppressor, the folding telescopic buttstock made of shockresistant polymer, the ergonomic pistol handle, and the updated
two-way selector switch.
Self-Loading Saiga-9 EXP Carbine
The Saiga-9 self-loading carbine is developed on the basis of the
Vityaz-SN submachine gun. The carbine is inertia-driven, with
the sighting device open. The metal folding butt, plastic forearm
and pistol grip are included. Due to its 9x19 cartridge, the carbine
can be used for pistol shooting ranges. The trigger mechanism
includes a lock to prevent firing in the folded position.
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Korea Defense Industry to Showcase
State-of-Art Defence Technologies

K

orea Defense Giants including
Hanwha, Hyundai Rotem, DSME,
LIGNEX1 and other 23 defense
manufacturers from Korea will participate
at World Defense Show in Riyadh.
Korea Pavilion located in Hall 1 will
feature advanced technologies in several
fields from Air Defense, military vehicles,
Warships, Assault rifle to cybersecurity
and unmanned technologies.
"KSA is focusing on diversifying its
economy by localizing half of the nation’s
military spending in line with Vision 2030
plans. We believe that there will be some
amazing opportunities between the KSA

and Korean companies in the defense
business to accelerate KSA's Goal. WDS will
provide opportunities for both countries to
gain exposure and a deeper understanding
of available technologies from both Korea
and the KSA, constituting a significant
step towards future cooperation between
Korea and the Kingdom,” said Sangwoong
NA, Executive Vice Chairman of Korea
Defense Industry Association.
The Korean participation in WDS is
organized by Korea Defense Industry
Association
and
fully
supported
by
Defense
Acquisition
Program
Administration.

Sangwoong NA
Executive Vice Chairman
Korea Defense Industry Association

Qatar Airways Celebrates 25th
Anniversary With Retro Livery Aircraft

Q

atar Airways welcomed a
nostalgic flashback to its early
days of operation with the
delivery of a Boeing 777-300 aircraft
painted in the airline’s retro livery
design as part of its 25th anniversary
celebrations.
The aircraft made its retro livery debut
operating as Flight QR 0041 from Hamad
International Airport (HIA), Doha, to
Charles de Gaulle Airport, Paris, and
will become a familiar sight on a variety
of other Qatar Airways routes over the
coming 12 months, celebrating 25 years
of excellence for the award-winning

airline during its milestone year.
Qatar Airways Group Chief Executive,
Mr. Akbar Al Baker said, “We are
tremendously excited to celebrate our
25th anniversary by introducing this
unique aircraft to our fleet.”
He added, “We hope this retro design
will bring many memories of travel to
our passengers, especially those who
experienced travelling with us in our early
years. This livery marks the milestone of
how far we have come as the national
carrier, evolving into a six-time World’s
Best Airline winner.”
As the world’s fastest-growing global

airline, with one of the youngest, most
technologically-advanced fleet of aircraft
in the skies to date, Qatar Airways has
undergone a dramatic transformation
since its creation as a small regional carrier
serving a small number of destinations
in 1997, into one of the world’s leading
global airlines.
The national carrier for the State of
Qatar, part of the Qatar Airways Group,
now stands at the forefront of the
commercial aviation industry, connecting
Doha to more than 140 destinations
across six continents via its home and
hub, Hamad International Airport.
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WDS: Almaz-Antey to Demonstrate
Mockups of S-400 Triumf,
S-350E Vityaz SAM Systems
For the first time abroad,
Almaz-Antey is demonstrating
a mockup of the Taifun-PVO(E)
MANPADS operator vehicle.
Also on show is the Adjutant
universal target system,
intended for the training and
inspection of air defence crews

R

ussia’s Almaz-Antey Corporation
is exhibiting at the World
Defense Show (WDS) 2022, an
international defence event premiering in
Saudi Arabia’s capital city Riyadh.
The company presents an exposition
featuring products by its subsidiaries NPO
Almaz, Ulyanovsk Mechanical Plant and
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Izhevsk Electromechanical Plant Kupol.
At the World Defense Show, AlmazAntey is demonstrating mockups of its
S-400 Triumf and S-350E Vityaz SAM
systems, as well as holding a presentation
for its 98R6E Abakan advanced mobile
non-strategic ballistic missile defence
system, whose full-size mockup debuted at
the Army International Military-Technical
Forum.
In the medium-range category, the Vityaz
SAM system is being demonstrated at the
Almaz-Antey stand alongside mockups
representing combat components of the
Viking SAM system.
The company’s short-range SAM
solutions are represented by the TorM2E, Tor-M2K and Tor-M2KM systems in
stationary and mobile variants.
For the first time abroad, Almaz-Antey

is demonstrating a mockup of the TaifunPVO(E) MANPADS operator vehicle.
Also on show is the Adjutant universal
target system, intended for the training
and inspection of air defence crews and
equipment by way of creating a complex
programmed
aerial
situation
with
simultaneous involvement of different
target types. The Adjutant is represented
by one of its organic targets, the MV-R.
Apart from defence products, AlmazAntey is presenting mockups of air traffic
management and airport security solutions
– the Sopka-2 enroute radar facility
and the ROSC-1 optical radar intended
for ensuring facility security and for
countering UAVs.
Vyacheslav
Dzirkaln,
Almaz-Antey
deputy general director for foreign
economic activity, said in the run-up to

the exhibition, “At the World Defense
Show 2022, the Corporation will present
the most popular products which are
particularly topical for the Arabian
Peninsula, the Middle East and Northern
Africa.”
According to Dzirkaln, the S-400 “is
well known abroad as a reliable advanced
asset ensuring protection of a country’s
airspace and state sovereignty, while the
latest S-350 Vityaz system is already being
added to the inventory of the Russian
Army and is of fairly great interest to
foreign customers”.
The Abakan SAM system, which was
designed with foreign customers in mind,
is intended for bolstering the effectiveness
of air-defence systems against the most
dangerous ballistic targets.
The Viking SAM system’s versatility
makes it a universal air-defence asset for

troops and sensitive facilities.
The Tor short-range SAM system
family stands out for its mobility, ease
of operation and cost-effectiveness,
especially when it comes to protecting
strategic facilities and infrastructure,
including in oil production regions. The
advanced Tor systems are the world’s
only SAM solutions capable of launching
missiles on the move; they may be
delivered to customer in both stationary
and mobile variants.
“As for the Adjutant system, given the
growing role of advanced air defences
in the current environment, it stands out
for its reusable targets emulating such
contemporary aerial threats as a cruise
missile, a helicopter, a piston-powered
aircraft and a turboprop,” Dzirkaln said.
According to him, the recent hike in the
number of local armed conflicts around the

world, their intensity, and the increasing
activity of terrorist groups coupled with
the accessibility of unmanned technologies
make reliable and effective SAM systems
essential, especially when it comes to
countries with sizable natural resources.
“The new large-scale Riyadh show will
certainly provide a platform for showcasing
the advantages of the Russian defence
industry, which includes Almaz-Antey as a
flagship company,” Dzirkaln said. AlmazAntey is one of Russia’s largest integrated
defence companies incorporating over 60
hi-tech enterprises. It employs more than
130,000 personnel and exports to over 50
countries.
The company puts a special emphasis
on training customer personnel in
independent combat use of its products,
as well as offering associated aftersales
support, overhaul and disposal services.
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Offering Turnkey Solutions
in Construction Sector
Having built more than 10 Multispecialty
Hospitals, and 7 towers, Masah has
accomplished several turnkey projects and
provided comprehensive services and core
solutions in the construction industry. The
company’s track record proves the level of skill
and elegance in the accomplished specialized
projects allowing them to leap to the top as a
credible contractor in the civil field, said Engr.
Mohammed Abdul Nayeem, the Founder
and General Manager of Masah Specialized
Constructions Company. Since 2005 he has
led Masah’s business in India and Saudi Arabia
with strong determination and wisdom to
overcome adversity. Now, Masah Co. is one of
the established & emerging companies in KSA.
Abdul Nayeem has 30 years of construction
businesses experience. His track record is a string
of landmark structures, such as Dr. Sulaiman Al
Habib hospitals and Ajdan Waterfront that’s
stands answer to a range of challenges. In an
Interview with Arabian Defence, he talks about
the company’s latest operations.
Engr. Mohammed Abdul Nayeem
Founder and General Manager of Masah
Specialized Constructions Company
Masah was officially formed in 2006.
Could you share with us the early days of
the company?
Since our inception in 2006, our success
was and still is based on total commitment
to our people who represent the most
assets in our company. Our carefullyselected senior and executive level
employees made achieving far-fetched
goals possible along with continuous
training and coaching on the latest
technical design applicable methods which
granted us a competitive edge in the
industry. This allowed us to execute an
extremely wide variety of projects.
After all, we believe that our commitment
to our clients’ satisfaction and quality is a
continuous journey. MASAH Specialized
Construction Co. over span of 15 years,
has grown from a small establishment
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into a large scale construction company.
Since its inception company has completed
variety of contracts including Corporate
Hospitals, University Housing Complexes,
Commercial Malls, Luxurious High Rise
and other Civil Projects.
As a specialized contractor, Masah seems
to mainly focus on the construction of
hospitals and high-rises. Tell us about the
biggest projects taken up by the company
so far.
We built more than 10 Multispecialty
Hospitals, and 7 towers. Turnkey Building
construction is considered as Masah’s core
competency with various projects that
represent landmarks in different industries.
Our track record proves the level of
skill and elegance in the accomplished
specialized projects allowing us to leap to

the top as a credible contractor in the civil
field. We deliver high profile projects with
the best quality and on time.
Masah has accomplished several turnkey
projects and provided comprehensive
services and core solutions in the
construction industry, such as:
• Hospitals with 700 Beds (Dr. Sulaiman
Al Habib Medical City, Riyadh)
• LEED V4 Gold Certification Projects (Al
Moosa Specialist Hospital, Al Hassa)
• High Rise Tower with 36 floors (AJDAN
Rise, Khobar)

• MODA Residential Complex (186 villas
which includes civil infrastructure and
underground utilities with total site areas
of 200,121m2, Qassim)
• Ajdan Walk Retail Village’ offering
open-air food, beverage & shopping
outlets
• Construction of a UCIC factory
building, Al Kharj administration building
and service departments.
• SPIMACO Office Building and
Warehouse, Khobar
• ARAMCO Petrol Stations, Dammam &
Kharj
• Ryan, Suwaidi, Qassim Hospitals of Dr.
Sulaiman Al Habib
• Riyadh Park Mall
The company also offers various services.
Could you give details?
The services can be broadly divided
into two -Engineering and Design
Services and Real Estate Development.
Expanding on these, Masah offers
a wide range of services in Civil

Infrastructure & Underground Utilities,
Building Construction, Site Preparation
& Temporary Facility, Electro Mechanical
Work, Communication Work, Petrol &
Gas Stations, Residential & Housing, and
Power Transmission Lines.
Masah applies the best international
standards in its work to reduce waste
and minimize impact on the environment.
The company has also secured various
certifications in this regard. Could you
please tell us about these initiatives?
We are proud to be officially certified for
ISO 9001:2015, ISO 45001:2018 and ISO
45001:2018. This certification not only
meets the demands of our clients, but also
represents our commitment to deliver the
highest quality of services to all existing
and future clients.
We aim to provide the highest level of
quality throughout our projects in addition
to our commitment to the international
environmental and safety standards. To
show our commitment, Masah worked

relentlessly to be certified by a third-party
and validate its professional practices. We
at Masah, understand the significance of
continuous development in every aspect of
our business to fulfill our clients’ ambitious
requirements. During our business
operations, we are committed to preserve
the safety of all stakeholders including our
team and community. Our practices aim
towards lowering waste and minimizing
depreciation to minimize our impact on
the environment. We have successfully
achieved our goal through the application
of the best international standards in our
field.
The company is known for promoting
local potential while implementing its
projects. Could you elaborate on this
aspect?
Masah Specialized Construction Co.
believes in nurturing local potential and
capitalizing the national purchasing power
for a strong and sustainable economy.
Masah understands and appreciates
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the efforts of the Saudi government in
developing professional, educated, and
skillful candidates for the Saudi market
who can play their roles in developing our
economy to grow more sustainable and
rewarding.
At Masah we make sure that we sharpen
our employees’ skills and expand their
experience by providing proper training
on the latest advanced technologies in
their respective fields. Moreover, we
implemented our local suppliers’ policy
to ensure our alignment with the Saudi
Local Content Authority requirements
and regulations. Additionally, all of our
operations are on Saudi soil, therefore our
assets and equipment is depreciated in
Saudi Arabia.
In conclusion, Masah formulated its
policies and regulations in order to develop
local opportunities, promote transparency
and benefit from government purchasing
power in partnership with the private
sector. At Masah we believe to lead by
example, and that is what we aim to do in
the private sector.
What are the major ongoing projects of
Masah?
There are several ongoing projects at
Masah and we are completing all of it
in a time-bound manner. These include,
the Knock Down and Rebuild project of

3 Fuel Stations for ARAMCO & TOTAL,
structural work for the mutli-specialty
hospital building for Dr. Sulaiman Al
Habib Hospital, Sehat Al Kharj Medical
City etc. Another project is the 186-villas
MODA Housing Project, Shamal Al Riyadh
Healthcare Co. Project with required
infrastructure for roads, sidewalks,
mosque and landscape.
Shamal Al Riyadh Healthcare Co. Project
envisages the construction of a Multi
Specialist Hospital with area of 383,200
m2, with a capacity for 600 Bed consist 2
Towers of 22 Floor and 4 Basement. The
Ajdan Waterfront Projects Ajdan Rise &

Riyadh Park Mall

Ajdan Walk is a Turnkey Residential Tower
of 40 floors of approximately 130m height
which consists of 187 apartments and a
‘Retail Village’ offering an open-air food
& beverage and shopping outlets. Another
ongoing project is Al Moosa Specialist
Hospital –North Tower, which is one of
the largest hospitals in Al Ahsa region with
LEED V4 Healthcare requirements, built-in
full compliance with high standards with a
capacity of 240 beds.
Apart from KSA, is Masah carrying out
work in other countries?
If the opportunity presents itself, we
are not against it. However, we are
focussing on tremendous opportunities
and potential within Saudi Arabia. MAN
construction is Indian wing of MASAH,
undertaking mega projects in Real Estate
and commercial Sector.
What are the future programs of Masah?
Are there plans to diversify into new
sectors?
Our future programs are to expand
our business into the field of Real
Estate Development. This will include
new services within our portfolio
such as Design, Land Development,
Property Management and Operation &
Maintenance.

Contact us:
Head Office: Khurais Road , Al Rayyan, Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia - P.O. Box – 101551, Riyadh - 11665
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Phone: +966 011 2167854
Fax: +966 011 2167853
Email: Info@masahsplcon.com
Website : www.masahsplcon.com
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WDS Ideally Positioned to Serve as Global
Platform for Defence Interoperability: CEO
The World Defense Show (WDS) in Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia, from March 6-9, will bring
together the world of defence and security to
demonstrate integration and the future of defence
interoperability across air, land, sea, space and
space.
Ahead of the mega event, Andrew Pearcey, CEO,
WDS, in an Interview with Arabian Defence, said
that the show will offer defence primes, SMEs and
startups the chance to explore opportunities in
one of the largest and fastest growing markets in
the Middle East, and added that it will also help
facilitate international stakeholders’ entry into
Saudi Arabia’s defence market, besides shedding
light on the new regulatory frameworks and
financial incentives available to foreign companies.
While defence spending amounted to 8% of the
Kingdom’s GDP in 2021, the Kingdom remains
one of the world’s largest defence importers.
The local defence industry’s growth potential
is still untapped, and as such the shift towards
localisation represents a significant investment
opportunity for the global defence community.
Andrew Pearcey
CEO, World Defense Show
Saudi Arabia plans to localise 50%
of its military expenditure under the
national Vision 2030 objectives. How will
World Defense Show (WDS) support the
realisation of this vision?
Under Vision 2030, Saudi Arabia aims
to grow its local defence industry, which
currently contributes about 1% of the
Kingdom’s total GDP, into a key economic
sector. Established in 2017, the General
Authority for Military Industries (GAMI),
Saudi Arabia’s defence industry regulator,
has begun laying the foundations for a
thriving local Saudi defence ecosystem
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supported
by
cost-effective
and
sustainable value chains.
While defence spending amounted to
8% of the Kingdom’s GDP in 2021, the
Kingdom remains one of the world’s
largest defence importers. The local
defence industry’s growth potential is still
untapped, and as such the shift towards
localisation represents a significant
investment opportunity for the global
defence community.
World Defense Show, taking place
from 6-9 March 2022 in Riyadh, will
be the first-ever defence event in Saudi

Arabia, offering defence primes, SMEs
and startups the chance to explore
opportunities in one of the largest and
fastest growing markets in the Middle
East. To help facilitate international
stakeholders’ entry into the Saudi defence
market, the event will shed light on the
new regulatory frameworks and financial
incentives available to foreign companies.
What is World Defense Show offering to
defence players looking to enter the Saudi
market?
World Defense Show was founded by the
General Authority for Military Industries
(GAMI) to accelerate the Kingdom’s
ambitions to build an indigenous defence
industry. By offering unprecedented
access to the Saudi defence ecosystem,
World Defense Show serves to advance
cooperation and collaboration between
national and international industry players.
Through a series of tailored networking
programmes, investors, enterprising SMEs,
and other industry stakeholders will have
the opportunity to forge partnerships
with the local defence ecosystem. One

such networking initiative, the “Meet
the KSA government programme”, will
give participants privileged access to key
decision-makers in the Kingdom’s defence
leadership. Meanwhile, the “Meet the
Buyer programme” will allow participants
to network with the over 150 local
defence exhibitors expected to take part in
the inaugural event.
Attendees keen to pursue cooperation
opportunities beyond the show’s duration
will be able to further connect with
prospective Saudi defence partners
through a complimentary multi-entry
visa granted to all World Defense Show’s
participants.
Why is the show focused on
interoperability and how will WDS
serve as the global stage for defence
interoperability?
Interoperable systems are considered
the most disruptive technologies within
the defence landscape and will continue
to shape the future of the industry for
decades to come. While the development
of interoperable defence solutions has the
potential to address some of the biggest
challenges facing the industry, it is likely to
require significant investment and cross-

border collaboration.
World Defense Show is ideally positioned
to serve as the global platform for
defense interoperability due to Saudi
Arabia’s geographic location at the centre
of three continents, as well as its rapid
transformation into one of the leading
platforms for international cooperation
within the industry.
A dedicated 23,000 sqm demonstration
area featuring static displays, live
demonstrations, and virtual simulations
will allow visitors to witness the critical
role of cross-domain interoperability in
mission-critical scenarios. Meanwhile, a
simulated command and control centre,
set to run daily demonstrations, will give
participants the chance to experience
interoperable systems in an immersive
environment.
Saudi Arabia is a key market in the global
defence aviation sector. How will WDS
showcase air capabilities? What is its
offering to aviation players?
Defence aviation, in particular unmanned
aerial systems, air defence systems
and MRO facilities, is a key priority for
investments within GAMI’s localisation
agenda, thus creating a new investment

ground for the global aviation industry.
These
opportunities
haven’t
gone
unnoticed by defence and aerospace
primes.
Several industry giants, such as Boeing
and BAE Systems, have respectively
launched manufacturing activities in 2015
and 2017 within the Kingdom. Following in
their footsteps, Lockheed Martin formed
a joint venture with SAMI last year to
localise defence capabilities by training the
national workforce to manufacture defense
products and transferring knowledge and
technology. These agreements signify
the plentiful opportunities available to
foreign companies willing to support
Saudi Arabia’s localization-driven defense
transformation project.
A centerpiece of World Defense Show,
the ‘Flying Display Programme’ will feature
live demonstrations of the latest aircrafts
in leading air forces’ arsenals on a 3kmlong and 50m-wide runway across the four
days of the event. To promote innovation
and integration at all levels of the defence
supply chain, aviation and aerospace
startups will have the opportunity to
showcase the latest technologies within
the space through a dedicated “Start-Up
Zone”.

Red Piranha can Enhance your Security
Monitoring and Incident Response
Capabilities to Secure the Supply Chain

Proudly Part of #TeamDefenceAustralia
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Collins to Unlock Power of Data and
Analytics for Airlines with FlightAware
Collins Aerospace is a leader in technologically
advanced and intelligent solutions for the global
aerospace and defence industry. From the
smallest details to the highest pursuits, Collins
Aerospace is dedicated to redefining aerospace.
In this interview, Sunil Raina, MD, Customer
& Account Management, Collins Aerospace,
said, at WDS the company will introduce next
generation ACES 5 ejection seats to upgrade
legacy ACES II seats on F-15 and F-16 fleets.
Also, the company will highlight communication
and navigation radio sensors and data links
among other things.

Sunil Raina
MD & Customer and Account Management
Collins Aerospace

Future Vertical Lift (FVL) is a key focus
for Collins Aerospace. How crucial is the
project? How do you plan to solve the
complex FVL problems and define the
future of best-in-class military rotorcraft?
Future Vertical Lift (FVL) is a key focus
for Collins Aerospace to dominate the
multi-domain battlespace. We are helping
to define the next generation of military
rotorcraft and are poised to help align
and deliver capabilities that will provide
advanced, integrated solutions and
extraordinary performance.
Collins’ longstanding experience with
rotorcraft includes:
• New composite building materials
• Lighter seating options for pilots and
crews
• Enhanced connectivity and wireless
technologies
• Predictive diagnostics
• More integrated equipment and
structures
Other examples included minimizing
the size and number of apertures on
an aircraft and, where possible, finding
ways to integrate them. This might mean
combining lights and antennas into a
single component, for example, and using
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a flush-mounted LED light solution to save
additional space.

•

Collins Aerospace expands propeller
MRO services in Malaysia to accommodate
growing ATR fleets in Asia Pacific. How
does the company focus on expanding
its market in Southeast Asia? – For what
particular solution?
We are looking to expand our MRO
business in the Asia Pacific region by:
• Quadrupling the size of our MRO
facility in Malaysia and increasing
our MRO capacity in Southeast
Asia to cater to growing fleets and
demand.

•

•

Expand
Collins’
Aftermarket
offerings to cater to regional
operators’ fleet profiles.
Bringing key repair capabilities into
Southeast Asia and expanding our
current MRO product portfolio to
provide in-region repair service for
growing platforms (e.g., variants of
787, 777, A350)
Offering a comprehensive suite
of aftermarket solutions to suit
different customer profiles, including
MRO solutions, comprehensive life
cycle solutions, used serviceable
materials
(USM),
prognostics
and health maintenance (PHM).

Collins recently completed the acquisition
of FlightAware expanding the operations
of its Connected Aviation Solutions
business unit. What are the company’s
operations
focused
on
advancing
connected ecosystem solutions?
With the addition of FlightAware,
Collins Aerospace can unlock the power
of data and analytics for airlines, airports,
and business aircraft operators. When
combined with Collins’ networking
hardware, sensors, cloud computing and
applications, it’s able to accelerate the next
generation of intelligent digital solutions,
helping customers turn data into value
to enhance the passenger experience,
optimize operations and help reduce the
reliance of fossil fuels.
Collins aims high with its participation
at World Defense Show 2022 in Saudi
Arabia. What are the latest operations in
the Middle East region?
Collins Aerospace has been established
in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA)
for decades, providing a complete range
of aerospace and defense solutions for
the ministry of defense, integrators,
aircraft manufacturers, airlines, and other
customers. Our presence includes a facility
in Riyadh and offices at the RSAF HQ.
Collins Aerospace has a long history of
partnerships in KSA. We have partnered
extensively with AEC for production
and assembly of avionics displays and
communication systems for several
platforms used in the Kingdom. We have
also partnered to establish local MRO
capabilities for military applications. We
are looking forward to further expanding
our local capabilities in the Kingdom as
we continue to grow and support the
implementation of Vision 2030.

•
•

Rescue hoist and cargo winch.
The company is also introducing
next generation ACES 5 ejection
seats to upgrade legacy ACES
II seats on F-15 and F-16 fleets.

The company is revolutionizing the future
of travel by using sustainable technologies
and materials, like recyclable thermoplastic
composites,
in
key
aerostructures
products. Could you talk more about it?
Collins Aerospace recently announced
the acquisition of Dutch Thermoplastic
Components (DTC),
a leader in the
development and fabrication of structural
thermoplastic composite parts. With the
acquisition, we expanded our ability to
use advanced thermoplastics to make
lighter aircraft components for our
customers, ultimately helping support
lighter aircraft that are more fuel-efficient.
With thermoplastic composites, we can
potentially reduce the weight of aircraft
structures by 20 to 50% compared to

thermoset solutions and metallic solutions
respectively.
In addition to improved product
performance, thermoplastics are also
more sustainable to manufacture. By
using traditional materials like thermosets,
aircraft parts are cured in large autoclave
ovens that consume a massive amount of
energy. With thermoplastic composites,
we are using more efficient out-ofautoclave processes that greatly reduce
energy usage. Switching from thermosets
to thermoplastic composites also adds
to energy efficiency as cold storage
of thermoset materials is eliminated.
Thermoplastic composites have higher
resistance to impact and fatigue compared
to thermosets.
This means that parts will last longer, a
key to future circular economies. Finally,
thermoplastic
composite
products
are fully recyclable at the end of their
lifecycle, meaning that they can be melted,
reshaped, and reused.

At WDS, Collins Aerospace will
highlight:
• Communication and navigation
radio sensors and data links.
• Intelligence,
Surveillance
and
Reconnaissance (ISR) sensors and
pods for manned and unmanned
platforms along with a complete
range of image exploitation options
to complement the airborne
systems.
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Emirates, STA Sign MoU to Attract
Global Travellers to Saudi Arabia

Adil Al Ghaith, Senior Vice President Commercial Operations, Gulf, Middle East and
Central Asia, Emirates and Muhammad Bassrawi, VP of the Saudi Tourism Authority
signing the MoU.

T

he Saudi Tourism Authority
(STA) and Emirates have signed a
Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) to boost inbound tourism into
Saudi Arabia and attract new segments
of travellers across the airline’s extensive
global network.
The agreement aims to capitalise on
the airline’s global network of over 120
cities to raise awareness and amplify

the Saudi Arabian experience for
leisure travellers to come and visit the
Kingdom’s unique attractions. The MOU
was signed by Adil Al Ghaith, Senior
Vice President Commercial Operations,
Gulf, Middle East and Central Asia, and
Muhammad Bassrawi, VP of the Saudi
Tourism Authority in the presence of Fahd
Hamidaddin, CEO and Board Member of
the Saudi Tourism Authority and Adnan

Kazim, Emirates’ Chief Commercial
Officer.
Under the MoU, Emirates together with
the Saudi Tourism Authority will explore
opportunities to jointly collaborate on
key initiatives to enhance the Kingdom’s
global tourism competitiveness, including
promotional activity and travel trade
support across key global source markets
to convert interest into bookings, sharing
insights around market and customer
trends, amongst other initiatives.
Through the strategic partnership, the
airline said it will also explore opportunities
to align its schedules from key source
markets in the Emirates network to its
gateways in Saudi Arabia, providing
greater connectivity and convenience
for its customers and further developing
inbound tourism arrivals. Emirates and the
STA will also evaluate ways to enhance the
travel experience that cultivates a more
supportive visitor infrastructure for those
journeying to Riyadh, Jeddah, Dammam
and Medina, the airline’s four gateways,
according to the airline.

India, Oman Review Progress in
Military-to-Military Engagements

India’s Defence Secretary Dr Ajay Kumar and Secretary General at the Ministry of
Defence, Oman, Dr Mohammed Bin Nasser Bin Ali Al–Zaabi

S

ecretary General at the Ministry of
Defence, Oman, Dr Mohammed
Bin Nasser Bin Ali Al–Zaabi called
on Defence Minister Rajnath Singh in New
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Delhi.
They discussed ways to enhance defence
cooperation between the two countries.
He also briefed Rajnath about the 11th

India–Oman Joint Military Cooperation
Committee Meeting (JMCC) on bilateral
defence cooperation which was held in
New Delhi on January 31.
The JMCC meeting was co-chaired by
Defence Secretary Dr Ajay Kumar and
Secretary General at the Ministry of
Defence, Oman.
During the meeting, the two sides
reviewed the progress made in militaryto-military engagements, including joint
exercises, industry cooperation and various
ongoing infrastructure projects.
It was decided to identify new avenues
and examine areas of mutual interest for
Joint Venture in order to enhance defence
industry cooperation.
It was agreed to hold the next JMCC
in Oman on mutually convenient dates.
The JMCC is the apex body between the
Defence Ministries of India and Oman
to comprehensively review & guide all
aspects of bilateral defence cooperation.
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‘Saudi Arabia – The Holy Land
of Business Opportunities’
With a greater chance of attracting investment
in new sectors of its economy, the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia is providing them with a
‘nutritious’ business environment and hundreds
of people have successfully established their
commercial assets in the country. The holy
land of Saudi Arabia had provided several
businesses with all the facilities to grow.
David Luke, Managing Director, Star Printing
Company, shares his decades of experience in
Saudi Arabia and how the Holy land provided
him with the ideal opportunities to launch his
business world.

David Luke
Managing Director
Star Printing Company

S

audi Arabia is a land of
opportunities for those willing to
put in their hearts to realise their
business dreams. The holy land is a land
of opportunities, especially when coupled
with the unleashing of diverse sectors
supported by a unique mix of competitive
advantages and a robust business
environment. He is a short anecdote on
how the country has provided me with the
opportunities to fulfill by entrepreneurial
dreams.
My journey has started from a rustic
village called Pala in the state of Kerala in
India in 1968. My village was not much
developed in those days and lacked even
basic living facilities. Like many other
youths, Bombay (present Mumbai) was
my dream destination too to succeed
in life. It was much before the massive
migration of Keralites to the Gulf and
European countries.
Though it was an unexpected journey,
I decided to continue my studies in
Mumbai. During my school days, I had an
opportunity to visit a Printing Press called
‘TATA Press’, one of the biggest printing
companies in India those days, and I got
some idea about printing technology,
which inspired me. After schooling I
decided to study Printing Technology

and directed myself into a career as a
professional printer.
After completion of my higher diploma
in Printing Technology I was appointed
as a printing specialist at the level of an
Assistant Professor in the King Saud
University Printing section at Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia. It was the beginning of
my expatriate life. After working there
for 17 years, during which I achieved
excellent opportunity to explore the latest
methodologies and trends in printing
technology and printing business, I
started exploring the possibilities of
starting a press in private sector in the
Kingdom.
I started a small printing press in Riyadh
with 5 employees. By the grace of God
and the ideal opportunities in Riyadh, we
witnessed a fast growth in the printing and
associated business. Now our company
is known as ‘Star Printing Company’
that is well-accepted in the Middle East,
especially in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
At present we have more than 100 staff’s
and latest technologies. Being the only
press under an Indian management in
Saudi Arabia, we have all the facilities
that is required for the printing industry
such as Offset Printing, Packaging, Digital
and large format printing, Shopping bag

manufacturing, Signage etc, all in a 7500
sq. meter production unit.
We have all type of high-end machines
imported from Germany and other
countries in the printing industry. We also
have linkage with international companies
in association with printing and following
an innovative quality and standard in the
industry. We are now proceeding with
our expansion plan for Label Printing
and carton manufacturing in the coming
years.
Despite unpredictable challenges and
hazards, we moved forward positively
to find opportunities in times of crisis.
We have faced a lot of challenges during
Covid pandemic; however we tried to find
new business avenues with such crisis. We
have a committed team of professionals
for various functions such as HR, finance,
customer service, estimation, and
business development, as well as sales,
marketing, and R&D/engineering.
When we started as a small printing
press, I was never worried about the
future. Instead, I focused on building up
my business slowly with the support of
the administration and people of Saudi
Arabia. The holy land of Saudi Arabia
had provided us with all the facilities to
establish our industry and grow.
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OUR AMBITION
EMBRACES THE SKY
Engr. Mohammed Abdul Nayeem
Founder and General Manager
Masah Specialized Constructions Company

Contact us:
Head Office: Khurais Road , Al Rayyan, Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia - P.O. Box – 101551, Riyadh - 11665
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Phone: +966 011 2167854
Fax: +966 011 2167853
Email: Info@masahsplcon.com
Website : www.masahsplcon.com
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